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Cutting Ed&'gi~Dftfhg Edge 

CALtti" ~ E d g~"",""dg' . ~'"'-
lI~est news from the'T;uttD!JI:"'ll8tliii~" 

Cutting Ed~§iie Cutting Edge 

JAM MA: KONAMI STRIKES WITH COBRA 

In some ways. disappoinbnent. Konami's Cobra launch relied on VD rinl FlghUnJ Wu-Shu (.at) but not Radn!l Jam to Impress delelates. The "Uer was 
saved for the company's lower-priced .nd Iower-specced Hornet board (abovel while Wu-Shu fell short on both ptayability and quanty-of-anlm.tlon counts 

r::I or Japan's hardcore gaming fanatics (and lefs face It, 
.. there's a seriously high number), it is possible to attend 
a gaming-related event almost every week. But while the 
majonty offer little but introverted niches of current gaming 
phenomena, it's the biggest biannual trade-only events where 
videogaming's future trends are revealed. 

JAMMA (or the Amusement Machine Show to give it its 
full. proper title) takes place six months after its February 
equivalent (the AOU) and still generates arguaDly the greatest 
DUZZ in the gaming industry, acting as a technological catalyst 
for all cOln-operated videogames. 

The 35th show took place Just as Edge went to press and 
saw sega once again reasserting Its market dominance With a 
self-assured sweep across the board. 

This was to be the soo.v where Namco and Konami would 
leapfrog sega's MOdel 3 benchmark, but it didn't happen. 
Konami's CObra project - revealed on VIdeo six months ago at 
the AOU - materialised in a form that left sega executives 

breathing a sigh of relief, while Nameo held back yet again 
from making an announcement regarding Its massively 
delayed system 33 project - no doubt to the glee of sega 
executives revelling in the continued supremacy of Model 3. 

Konami'S Cobra did see the light of day at JAMMA but 
curiously it was only used to demonstrate the VF3 rival, 
Fighting Wu-Shu. Strangely enough, while amazingly rich in 
scenic detail and advanced 3D effects, Konami's bid for the 3D 
throne was let down by rather a clumsy control system and 
disappointing motion-captured animation which lacks the 
fluidity of VF3. First impressions of Cobra are dazzling but 
under close examination detail appears to be lower than 
Sega's board, With less attention paid to the faces and hands 
of the characters, for example. It was also uninspiring to see 
some blatant plagiarism of VF3's backdrops, with bouts taking 
place on top of buildings and by a shorehne, for example. The 
incredible depth of field conveyed by the Hong Kong stage is a 
Sight to behold, however . 

. ;From left: Konaml's Fighting Wu-shu easily has some of the best environments ever seen, but Is let down sllChtly by unconvlndnc motion Glpture; Its other 
Cobra came, Racing Jam, has been ported to Homet. a lower end board; the Imaginatively titled Water Ski (Sqa); and the ST-v-basecl WInter Heat (Sqa) 
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The Cobra version of Roc/n, him on~o~~~..: fleetlnc appearance at the show on .. video t.pe runnine on ill curved monitor ,f.r left). Tbis delun: version 
Is rumoured to be expen_d", de., diHkuitles. The com ... "y also presented Beotmonio, the first came based on - eet this - DJ mlxl". (f.r richt) 

TtIe awesome-looking Racing Jam failed to appear as a Cobra 
title at JAM MA, having instead been ported to the company's 
Hornet board (a mid-range-spec bOard previously used to 
power Hang Pilot). A full Cobra version is being saved for a 
deluxe format with a curved screen - something that revealed 
on Konami's stand, which was running the same video of the 
game as premiered at the AOU shCl'vv (and mducled on Edge's 
COl - see E4n. Apparently a single-player cabmet will be 
marketed al'¥'2.600,CXXl (approx £13,500) and 'Nill be targeted 
at state-of-the-art game centres almost exclusively. The game 
itself offers the kind of options and gameplay features 
normally found in a console title, and delegates drew 
compansons with GTi Club, 

So, in the high-end field at least, it was left to Sega to 
steal the show with what was largely considered to be the 
most impressive game on display - its Model 3-powered 
Vinual-on Oratorio rangram. 

While the original title was produced by AM3, the 
responsibility of the seqyel has fallen to sister team AM2 
fOllowing the game's producer defecting from AM3 to AM2. 
The Ofiginal Virtual-On is still a popular game in Japan and the 
elevated importance of this title must surely have been a 
consideration in the change of staff, 

Scud Race Plus, another sequel from AM2, sees a bizarre 
spin on the original Model 3 game With 'Toy Story' -style 
comedy characters Oncludlng a rocket car, bus, tank.. and, 
per11aps most ridiculously, giant cat) to a game that naw 
features a new beginners course, a mirror mode and even a 
'bo'NIing' track. 

More Model 3 extravagance could be found in Get Bass
what is surely set to become one of the most popular fishing 
games in Japan (yes, this is no one-off) - and Virtua Fighter 3 
Team Battle, the latest version of the landmark fighting game 
sporting a host of improvements way beyond the kind of 
revisions that were made to the VF2 series. This new version 
features an improved camera system, three-on-three battles 
and extensions to some of the game's settings. 

Following the success of ItS Wave Runner coin-op, AM1 
introduced tINO sKi-based games dUring the show USing Similar 

It was left to Sega to steal the show with 
what was largely considered to be the most impressive game-

Virtual-On Oratoria 
Tangram, a Model 3-powered extravaganza 

cabinets. Water Ski uses Model 2 for its visualS, offering 
gameplay focusing on stunts, while Ski Champ represents 
Model 3-powered SkIIng With Incredible visuals, generating 
perhaps the biggest buzz at the show after the spectacular 
Virtual-On sequel. 

Meanwhile AM3 continued to show its Le Mans 24h (E48l. 
as well as Winter Heat on the saturn-based ST -v board. The 
latter may lack the offiCial Nagana Winter OlympiCS license 
(which Konami snapped up a while ago), but still impresses 
With its Decathlete-Style play. Players can choose from eight 
sportS inCluding speed-skiing, Ski jumping, alpine downhill .. 
raCing, slalom, and a bobsleigh, among others. 

Model 3 cames from Se,a featured hlchly at JAMMA (from left): VlrtlHl Fighter Team Battle Introduced a multitude of new features; The Lost World has 
been redeslped too end now plays In a hu,e deluxe cabinet; Get lID" wins the trophy for best fishin, lame. while Scud Race plus Is. well, slmllarty odd 
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One of the most enterta;lnlnc cames of the show wn Namco's Rapid River (above) which requires players to pddle frantically throup a series of 
fantastical environments - In .. rubber dtnpy. The compilny's onty new tec:hnoJo" was its System 1] board. runnln, the excellent Motouoss Gol (above) 

... Finally, concluding the Model 3 showcase at JAMMA was a 
deluxe version of The Lost World WIth scenes more In line WIth 
the movie's (admittedly limited) plot. 

Still hogging second place in the coin-op arena, 
Nameo may have failed to Silence the sceptics yet again with 
its conspicuous lack of any new high-end coin-op technology, 
but the company did unveil a new board - System 23 
However, this amounted to little more than a souped-up 
system 22 IG, with no especially evident leap in performance. 

Namco's second major title at JAMMA was 
Rapid River. With a dedicated cabinet and playing rather like a 

polygO[)J~pLsr2Q.~!!!i~{rubberboM 
The game chosen to showcase It was Motocross Go!. a M:e 
game designed by the team behind Suzuta 8 Hours and Cyber 
Cycles. and at least it afforded players some interesting 
gameplay. as well as four·player link-up and a great force
feedback system. 

Namco's second major title at JAMMA was Rapid Rtver 
using a cIecIicated, elaborate cabinet and playing rather like a 
3D version of the claSSIC Atari coin-op Toobin'. the cOIn-op 
sees players paddbng along rapids In a rubber boat 
participants are actually required to physically paddle, too, 
resulting in an experience that has possibly been targeted at 

couples looking for a fun and unusual cOln-op experience 
(Which It most certainly is). 

Beat 'em up fans were spoilt for choice atJAMMA, 
With capcom Introducing the first of what will f10 doubt be a 
slew of Street Fighter 11/ updates. as well as an impres5lve nE!YI 
System 12-powered game, Rival SChools. Meanwhile, Taito 
revealed the first evidence of Its COllaboration with 3Dfx with 
the impressive PsychIC Force 2, running on its wolf board. But 
it was Namco's latest. Ehrgeiz, that attracted the most 
punters. Designed by Dream Factory. the team behind 
SquareSoft's Tobal series on the PlayStation (the team leader 
was part of the original Tetken design team). Ehrgeiz uses 
almost exactly the same gameplay system as Tobal, although 
an escape-style button is implemented, too. Only four 
characters were playable during the show, but it was clear 
that Square's title possesses some onglnal features that 
should throw the most contrived beat 'em ups form rival 
compames into sharp relief. As well as close combat, bouts 
can take place at a distance, with fighters hur1lng projectiles 
and making use of interactive backdrops, some of which being 
on multiple leyels. 

Due to the astonishing success of Tekken 3 In Japan (Where 
it remained the most popular coin-op for months), much was 
made of EhrgelZ's System 12-based technology and the potential 
for a future PlayStauon conversion. In some respects Nameo's 
presence at JAMMA signalled a shift from pursuing hlgh-end 
visualisation to marrying low-end techf1O~ With gameplay 
innovation, Hopefully thiS is a combination that Will \N1n £ 
fans In both sectors and establish a future trend. 

.From left: Moto Rold Impressed wtth Its speedy Model 2 'IIsuals; Rlllal Schools. runnlnl on a System 11-style board. should be Play5tatlon-bound alonl 
wfth Street Fighter III update Second Impact; Yalto's DGrlU5 2+ uses poly,ons in a side-on perspective but was one of only a handful of shooters at JAMMA 

• 
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Se,a's VIrtual-On Oratorio Tangram (top) boasted the best Model] visual but 
dlred-sueen photoeraphy was strictty prohibited. SNK's Round Trip RV (above) 

CIIpc:om seems content to continue addln~ 
titles to its stable of be.t 'em ups, althoup 
it failed to seriousty rival the efforts of 
Se,a, NameD and Konam1. Meanwhile, 
Namco (centre, rlpt) scored with Ehrgeiz 

NEWS 

ski Champ Is possibly AMI's best achievement to date, with some 
of the most amadn. visuals yet,. courtesy of the Model' board 

From left: OH Road Challenge mariled Midway's attendance at JAMMA - the only forel,n coln-op company exhlbltin,.t the show; Namco Impressed with 
Square's hlrhly playable and orieinal System Il,ame Ehrge/z, as well as its own System l]-powered Motocross Go/and System I'l: title Ubero Gnmde 
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TOKYO GAME SHOW ENERGISES 32BIT SCENE 

Most of the major plllyers 
were In attendance - except 
Nlntendo which .at. IS ever. 
holdln, back for Shoshlnkll 

Gl'G'n Turlsmo's Impressfye blend of ctet.ilecI cnphks and redstic hendlln, was almost enouth to divert .ttentlon 
frotn Sony's denuclecf I.unch schedule - perhlips the COtnp.lny shouldn't have bothered with die re ...... If. r.lty car 

O he TOkyo Game Show is the 
biggest event in the Japanese 

videogames calel1dar. although the 
venue this time - the Makuhari Messe 
convention centre - Is an hour's train 
ride from the city centre. If the 
organisers push It much further out. 
they'll have to call it something else. 

lNhile the show's relatIVely low 

14,365 attendance figure for the first day 
(open to the press and industry only) 
gave the imPfeSSIOn of scarcely 
populated event. 52,834 members of the 
public SQueezed in on the second day. 
On the third, queues stretched as far 
back as the local railway station (over 
half a mile away,. with 73,431 punters 
eventually gaining access. 

Unlike E3. whereemphasisis 
plaCed on harctNare and technology as 
well as games, Japan's largest 
videogame show focuses on soft.Nare. 
Wittl plenty of stock on VIew, companies 
utilise all the visual Chicanery at their 
disposal- pulsating spotlights, large 
stands and maxed-out music - to snatch 
attention awtfo/ from the competition. 

Clockwise from top left: Legend 0' the Se"n WInds ($altum), Capcom's Blohozard 2 .Ita Resident frl12 (PI.ySt.tIon). N.mco·s KronOfl (PllyStatlon) which 
Joins the Incre.,lnl number of sldevlew poly,on platfonners, Sonic Tum's Bumlng Rangers ($altum). Nllon System sUPCIYS cutesy Chameleon nrlst 
(Nlntendo •• ). Isometric strltea' we, I.me Cultkept (Sltum). HudsonSoft's BoItu Bomhl'DHJn (NlnteRdo 64) •• nd liverh 11 SoWs Orerblood 2 (PI.ySutlon) 

• 
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This september was no different, with 
the majority of publishers trumpeting 
their Christmas line-ups. Of some 500 
games on display, almost half were for 
the PlayStation. The Saturn's presence 
was muted in comparison, but far more 
surprising was the minority status 
accorded to the PC and N64. And to 
add Insult to inequality, the vast 
majority of games were sequels. 

sony surprised many 
onlookers with Gran Turismo (see p56), 
a drMng simulation featuring 87 cars 
from ten manufacturers including 
Honda, Toyota, Aston Martin and TYR. 
Boasting detailed graphics, beautifully 
realistic handling and an impressively 
executed replay mode, the game 
deservedly drew plenty of attention 
from the public. 

Continuing the racing theme, a 
Japanese version of F1 brought the 
range of SOny's new announcements to 
an end. Ordinarily the company's 
apparent lack. of new software would 
have caused some disillusionment, but 
the Quality and potential of Gran Turismo 
served to ameliorate the situation. 

Next to sony stood SquareSoft's 
stand, which turned out to be one of 
the show's best. Apart from Front 
Mission Alternative and Front Mission 
2, the master of the RPG displayed a 
playable Einhander together with two 
new RPGS, xenogear and Chocobo's 
Mystery Dungeon. The latter is based 
on Chunsoft's popular Siren Mystery 
Dungeon but features FPs friendly 
creature as the lead character. Other 
than that, gameplay seems to have 
remained the same. xenogears, on the 

NEWS CONTINUED. 

Althouch flrst-day Mtendance flpres were reldlvety load conslderlnl the fad the show was dosed to the public.. 
the a .. ount of visitors on the followlnl two days was remarkable, and up from lut year's .ttendance. Many of the 
shoWJoers queued for hours In order to catch a st1mpse. and hopefully a play/ of the titles due for this Christmas 

other hand, is very much in the Final 
Fantasy mould - but although it 
features polygonal battle sequences, 
it's less graphically ambitious than that 
series' last instalment. 

square also showcased soukaigi, a 
title seemingly inspired by Bushido 
Blade. Fights will tak.e place in a 
futuristic world mixing traditional and 
contemporary Japanese artifacts. 
Players can choose one of 16 
characters, and Square has placed 
considerable emphasis on the 
adventure side of the proceedings. 

Disappointingly, one of the most 
promising square titles, the Resident 

EVil-alike Parasite Eve (see p40), was 
only shown in video form, albeit on a 
huge screen suspended from the roof. 

sega showcased that rarest 
of things - a new title that manages to 
incorporate some element of 
originality. Burning Rangers (see p32) is 
a search-and-rescue affair set in the 
future in which players form part of a 
crack firefigtlting SQuad. It's being 
developed by Sega's Sonic Team, and 
Yuji Naka himself introduced it at the 
show. unfortunately, trawling through 
the rest of Sega's stand uncovered no 

ClodlwIse from top left: Tllmagokhl World (Nlmendo 64) biners the next phase of pet-related hysteria. Teano's Gllllop RtlCer 1 (Plllystlltlon). fnlx's 
Astronlkll (PlaySution). Whoopee camp's promlslnl platform romp TOftpo(PlllyStlltIon.twoshots),lmalineer'sFlghUngCup{Nlmendo64).8IInul·soddty 
titled .,.". Mystery Hospltlll (PlayStrion) whkh owes much to Warp's The D. fnlx's Bust 11 Move (PlayStatIon), and HudsonSoft's Bloody Roar (PblyStrion) 

11 J 
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The Saturn was reasonably supported. with 26.2 per cent of the toblll titles 
shown. With Burning Rangers, SeC. proved that it un stili push the s.tum 

more surprises. Shining Force Ill, Panzer 
Dragoon Saga, Sonic Rand Sega Touring 
Car Championship were all on display, 
but predictably Virtua Fighter 3 wasn't. 

Another hotly anticpated title that 
failed to put in an appearance was the 
PlayStation version of Tekken 3, 
although the show brochure reSolutely 
insisted otherwise. The conversion is 
thought to be taking longer because of 
the game's system 12 board origins (the 

Another hotly anticipated title that failed 
to put In an appearance was the PlayStation version of 

Tekken 3, 
although the show brochure resolutely insisted otherwise 

first two Tekkens having used System 
'1). Nevertheless, according to sources, 
Tekken 3 is still expected to hit its 
Japanese deadline in December. 

In an effort to mollify the masses, 
Namco showed Kronoa, Namco 
Museum Encore (including Rolling 
Thunder and Sky Kid), and its first N64 
project, Famista 64. The latter looked 
quite impressive - for a baseball game, 

With Nintendo failing to appear, as 
is its custom at the TGS, it was left to 
third party companies to demonstrate 
the N64's prodigious talents. Two of the 
most promising were Seta's Rev Limit 
(Seta was also showing Wild Choppers, 
due for a November release in Japan), 
and a near-complete TOp Gear Rally 
from Kemco (see p36). 

In the N64 beat 'em up arena, 
Culture Brain's Virtual Hiryu no Ken (see 
p46) and Fighting cup from lmagineer 
were the only contenders. The latter 
features a novel scoring system where 
each move is worth a certain amount of 
points, the first player to reach the 
required nine points winning the match. 
Imagineer could only show an early 
version, and as such the graphics were 
unimpressive, although the gameplay 
may buck the beat 'em up trend in 
rewarding a more strategic approach. 

Imagineer's other forthcoming 
release, Environmental Tale, bears a 
strong resemblance to Super Maria 64 
in terms of perspective and design, but 
it also features distinctive RPG 
elements. Players start off in a small 
town and must build their Skills, engage 
in combat, and acquire new spellS in 
order to complete a series of quests. 
The version at the show was 60 per 
cent complete, and Imagineer was 
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sanguine about its prospects for a 
Christmas release in Japan, with 
possible western versions once a 
translation is complete. 

One of the biggest disappointments 
of the show was the absence of a 
playable version of Metal Gear Solid on 
Konami's stand. Again the game was 
shown in running video form, but this 
was essentially the same as the version 
shown at ECT$, and Konami was unable 
to commit to a release date. Hyper 
Olympics in Nagana 98 for the 
PlayStation and N64 was the most 
prominent title on the stand, although 
there was a playable version of Gasp,I!, 
a typical Japanese beat 'em up, This 
was still at an embryonic stage, with 
only three characters and two levels (a 
temple and a park:) available. Hybrid 
Heaven was more impressive, but as at 
E3, it was only shown on video. 

capcom could not be beaten 
for production values. Hosts dressed as 
Chris, Claire and Jill greeted visitors 
entering the Biohazard 2 theatre for a 
special presentation of the stand's 
biggest attraction. InSide, scantily clad 
capcom attendants showed viewers 
their seats, before a dry-ice machine 
engulfed the red-lit room in smoke. The 
demo itself showed off the game's vast 
array of new weaponry and enemies to 
great effect. The apparent support of 
head tracking for the main characters 
raised a few eyebrows, too; running 
past a zombie will cause the player's 
character to turn their head in order to 
keep an eye on the creature, adding to 
the realism. Capcom's other offerings 
were old favourites, comprising several 
titles based on the Rockman and Street 
Fighter series. PlayStation fans of the 

Clockwise from top left: SCEl's GrQn Turlsmo (PlayStatlon), Tatto's DenshQ DD Go Go (PlayStatlon), SquareSoft's Chocobo's Mystery Dungeon (PlayStation). 
", Artdlnk's balloon lame NotbQm no KQZe (PlayStlition), SquareSoft's XenogeQrs (PlayStaUon), and Pat'tls/te Eve (Playstatlon). Enlx's splendid dandn, came 

Bust Q Move (PlayStatlon) a kind of Pat'tlPPQ the RQPPQ with polycons, and Square's Bush/do BIQde--lnsplred RPG/beat 'em up SoukQlgl (Playstatlon) 
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former were certainly catered for with 
Rockman Dash, Rockman Battle and 
Chase, Rockman 8, Rockman X4, and 
Rockman Adventures. Beat 'em up 
antics were assured with PlayStation 
and saturn versions of Street Fighter 
Collection, while X-Men vs Street 
Fighter kept saturn owners happy. 

Hudson pulled a couple of its ovm 
surprises with two new Bomberman 
titles: Bomberman 2 for the Saturn, and 
the oddly monikered PlayBomberman 
for the PlayStation. The latter retains the 
classic 2D gameplay but views it from 
an isometric perspective to give a 3D 
effect (it was overshadowed by 
Bomberman 64 which obviously adds a 
true third dimension). Further support 
for the N64 came in the form of Last 
Legion, but it was Bloody Roar, a 
PlayStation fighting game, that attracted 
the most attention. Bloody Roar 
combatants have the ability to 
metamorphose into monsters in order 
to perform special attacks; however, the 
simplicity of the controls would indicate 
Hudson is targeting a younger audience. 

Sadly, most of the other stands 
were populated by unexciting clones. 
SNK's effort, with its proliferation of King 
Of Fighters and samurai spirits sequels, 
was particularly disappointing. 

As far as surprise announcements 
were concerned, it was perhaps 
predictably left to the flamboyant Kenji 
Eno to engage in his usual theatrical 
antics. As the first 'Creator's 
Conference' (whiCh also featured 
Konami's Hideo Kojima and sega's Yuji 
Naka) drew to a close, conference hosts 
Masaaki Tsukada and Kouichi 
Hamamura - chief editors of Dengeki-oh 

NEWS 

With titles such as Pamsite Eve, Elnhande" Xenogean, and the two Front Mission lames, SquareSotrs stand was 
one of the show's better examples. Cape,"", however, hit back with its Blohazanll theatre presentation, which 
wamed uslly disturbed Individuals or those with weak hum to refrain from enterinl the popular booth (Inset) 

and weekly Famitsu - asked Eno if he 
had anything else to report to the 
public. Eno duly announced that he was 
currently hard at work on 02 for the 
Saturn, and held up a napkin with 'sega 
saturn' written on it as if to reinforce the 
message. He declined to confirm a 
release date, however. 

So yet another TOkyo Game Show 
came to an end. Despite the 

embarrassing paucity of innovative 
titles, some of the sequels - despite 
their obvious Influences - looked 
promising. The whole atmosphere 
reflected a healthy (albeit uninspired) 
industry, but the glaring absence of a 
certain major player was felt by anyone 
visiting the show. lelda 64, F-lero 64 
and Yoshi's Story would certainly £ 
have made worthy additions. 

Almost every one of the shows substantial number of exhibitors had its own collection of either scantily dad or stupidly dressed dilncers, but while most 
displays had little to do with the lames they were promoting. Enlx's Pamppo the Rappa-styled Bust a Move at lust benefited from havlnllts lamec.ay 
Illustrated live on stale. Unlike presentations at El or ECTS, the ones here had the advantale of belnlln Japan, which made such behaviour accept. le ... 
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this yur's ECTS w.s more like .n Alnerian show th.n .ny ttu.t IuMI preceded tt. wtth the most comprehensive 
rnp of softw.re .v.lI.ble to pI.,- (nulln), .nd the most dlnrse IItOtIey aew of hired help (top richt .nd ri(ht) 

surprises. Tomb Raider 11 was clearly 
the major attraction of the show, while 
Resident EVil 2 and Fmal Fantasy VII 
drew gamers keen for their first taste of 
two long-awaited titles. perhaps the 
most notable factor, however, was the 
continuing dominance of the 
PlayStation in the console sector. Now 
over three years old, the machine 
shOVv'S no signs of relinquishing its grip 
on the industry, despite strong 
competition from Nlntendo. With saturn 
and PlayStation sequels not expected 
until the end of '98 at the earliest, it 
looks as though this situatioo will 
remain at least until next year's show. 
Perhaps developers will use this 
extended lifespan to explore some new 
game play ideas on the machine instead 
of recycling popular genres in ever 
more strained incarnations. Stranger 
things have happened. 

Although their presence at ECTS 
was vital, many of the top game 
companies neglected to preview any 
important new titles at the European 
show. Nintendo - tucked away in the 
much smaller National hall - was still 
showing off Maflo Kart to a noo-plussed 
populace, as well as the slightly fresher 
Ly/at WalS and Blast Corps. With no 
Ban~Kazooie or Body Harvest present, 
Rare's GoIdenEye was the only 'new' 
game to speak of. 

Influenced by this ye.r's El, the 
exhibitors .t ECTS r,resented 
plenty of flesh will n, to be 
pressed. No, Ed,e didn't Indulp 

and Actrvision WIth Pitfall 3D, Finally, 
OCean pitted its intelligent, avant garde 
adventure OutCast directly against 
Tomb Raider 2 by comparing technical 
attributes on the first page of its glossy 
publicity brochure. It seems the only 
aspect of Core's game that Ocean can't 
compete WIth are those oversized 
polygOfl mammanes - which in the 
current babe.obsessed climate is 
enough to secure Its downfall. 

And of course there were those PC 
favourites, the military strategy sim and 
the first person shoot 'em up, in 
abundance. Representing the former 
were, among many others, Eidos' 
beautifuHoolong medieval war-and
resource-management tltle Plague, 
Bullfrog's visually revitalised Populous 
3, Sid Meier's complex and realistic 
GettySburg, and Corrosive SOftware's 
Assault Korps, which was inexplicably 
hidden away in a shed at the back of 
the Eidos megaplex. Visitors could take 
their pick from Doom derivatiVes Quake 
2, Hexen 2, SiN, Dalkatana, Forsaken, 
Turok (an excellent 30fx conversion), 
Shadow Warrior or Blood - some of 
which toyed WIth the genre's shackles 
without actually brealong them, 

Strangely, however, the beat 'em 
up and racing genres - usually 
ubiquitous - were under-represented 
here. capcom's Marvel Super Heroes 
was the only top-rate fighter present, 
whereas the title of most promising 
driving game could fall to either Sierra's 
Grand Prix Legends (a lusciously 
realistic SImulation of the legendary 
1967 Fl season) or Gremlin's BUggy {a 
purposefully unrealistic remote
controlled cars affair) depending on 
your temperament. 

• 

Among the mass of football Slms, 
hockey sims, tenms sims and basketball 
Slms, Gremlin's Actua SOCcer 2 
(Intuitive interface, plentiful camera 
Views) and Konami's Nagano '98 
(promising Winter Olympics action) 
were prominent. 

Sparks of originality? DMA's Grand 
Theft Auto attracted huge amounts of 
attentIOn, along with the PlayStatl00 
puzzler Kula Quest and Konaml'S arena
based fourplayer romp Poy Pay. These 
were, however, mere blips on an 
otherwise formulaic noo-event hOriZon. 

For a shO\Al anended by all the 
mator players, exhibiting dozens of 
games eaCh, there were very few 

PsygnoSiS and Activislon, too, were 
content to stick with their E3 goodies. 
G-PoIice, Overboard and Psybadek from 
the former and Quake 2, Hexen 2 and 
SIN from the latter all look promising (as 
they did in May), but a couple of 
genuine unveiUngs would have £ 
SPiCed up the ShOw no end. 

Certain show.,aers found that the amount of time they spent playln, 
,ames tumed their bodies a colour apparently attr.ctlve to members of 
the opposite sex_ So It's true then: vldeogames.re pod for you .. , 

tl J 
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(out there) 
REPORTAGE FROM THE PERIPHERY OF THE VIDEOGAMES INDUSTRY 

Kung-fu klobber 

C ontinuing its relro image campaign in an 

attempt to keep its kudos in the face of 

ever-increasing competition, levi's is movin&.irifo 
the videogame market. Well, perhaps not, but e 
jeans giant did commission Anti·Rom to come 
with Laundry Master, a PC/Mac-compatible 
beat 'em up used as a promotional devic to 
accompany the kung-fu-themed cinema ert 

To say the controls are basic would be to 

severely understate matters, with players only 
abte to jump, block. punch and kick their way 

ttlibugh six levels of side-scrolling martial arts 
Qc.tion. Each level is made up of three section,. 
'the third being devoted to a boss character 
(which include a Chinese dragon and a 

disG(untled chef. The settings for the levels are 
based around those of the advert. so fights take 
place in streets, Chinese restaurants, and rooftops, 

all with very little sense of depth. 

Perhaps predictably then, graphics are circa 
'85 at best. with at least two frames of animation 

per move for each of the decidedly 2D characters, 
whlielhe..5tuggish, unresponsive nature of the 

rontrpls should be enough to drive players back 
tO Jengage in boardgame-related activities. Suffice 
it to say, Data East's ancient Kung-Fu Master 
could easily high-kick it back. to gameplay school. 

Dolphin friendly 

J umping very obviously onto the Tamagotchi bandwagon, Fujitsu is releasing Fin Fin, a half dolphin, 

half bIrd, totally useless exercise in artificial life for the PC. Fin Fin lives on the Magic Planet of Teo 
where he dives for fish, bathes, performs acrobatics or sits dOlfm for a meal of Lemo Fruit. 

Supposedly costing a ludicrous S70bn to develop, Fin Fin is based on the world's most advanced 
artificial life technology. He has feelings, brains, an individual character and will react to his owner, responding 
to friendly and unfriendly behaviour as well as his surroundings. Unfortunately, he does not die should you 

leave him alone for long periods of time, although with luck he might develop behavioural problems. 
According to its maker, Fin Fin is already a cult hit in America and Japan. Now, warning signs don't 

come any dearer than that.. 

Actua Super Furries Skin trade 

A bout a month and a half ago (by the time 
you read this), Edge received a call from a 

music video producer wanting to find out which 
was the hottest brand of football game in the UK, 

as he wanted to use footage from it in the video 

for 'Play It Cool', the new release from top taffies 
the Super Furry Animals. Edge pointed him in the 
direction of Gremlin and its Actua brand and the 

result was a frenzied,' long weekend's 'NOrk 
involving scanning the features of the band 

members and actually vvorking them into the game. 
Thus lead vocalist Gruff Rhys and his cronies 

appear in an AdUQ Soccer 2 match against Bra4il 
(which they go on to win 4-3) in the video. 

Fans of t~e Super Furries will be intrigued to 
learn that the band will appear as a hidden team 

in AduQ Soccer 2, due for release in November. 

U pon opening a recent issue of industry 
paper Computer Trade Weekly, Edge was 

surprised to witness an unusually enormous 
amount of promotional paraphernalia drop out. 

Even more unusual was the nature of one 
particular item of 'advertising' merchandise -

these, ahem, king-size rolling papers (below). 
Created to promote Virgin's White label (its 

budget range), the packaging is emblazoned with 
the legends 'GAMERS GEAR' (sic) and 'EXTRA 

LENGTH FOR A QUALITY HIGH'. Just what is Virgin 

saying? Has the games industry really gone to pot? 

. ... . \~LJHf WHITE LABEl 
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Chillas 

A
s with FrEQuency - Modified's 
previous music package (E33)
you don't have to be a 

sequencing software veteran to 
generate a tasty smorgasbord of 
morphing sounds and achingly post
modern visuals from Ch/llas. Unlike 
FrEQuency. though, you also don't have 
to be a computing whizz. The latest 
sound-to-light effort from Bath-based 
hipsters Modified is infinitely more 
polished than its predecessor, both in 
terms of installation and interface. It has 
clearly demarcated house, hip-hop 
(encompassing trip-hop) and 
drum'n'bass sections, and thanks to the 
new, super-easy eight-track mixer, plus 
an unfeasibly huge bank of samples and 
drum loops. this is the easiest means 
yet witnessed of constructing your own 
tracks from diverse building blockS 

The samples and loops should keep 
lovers of any type of dance music 
satisfied, and are classy enough both to 
let you perform your own genre·bustlng 
experiments and to IN'ish that Modified 
'NOUld get their plans to launch a record 
label off the ground. As ever, you can 
also customise Modified's visuals with 
all manner of transition effects yourself, 
or import your own Mmaps and sounds. 
So, Chillas doesn't really offer anything 
ground-breaking that FrEQuency didn't 

• Published by Modified 

• Developed in-house 

• 
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have, but does everything that 
FrEquency did much, much better The 
best chill-out CD-ROM on the market. 

• £16 

• Out now, PCfMac 

L "0') Bukem coHa/xlrates once again Wlth 

a swarm of breakbeat and drum'n'bass 

producers to present the second IflStallment to 
the 'Earth' serIeS. In SlIght cOI'1trast to VOlume 
one. this collectoo adopts a much more 

inteHrgent. SJbdued feel. the trend setter belf1g 

Bukem's fuS/OO of roiling, ambient t>reakbeat 
'Cosmic Interlude' followed by similar, spotlessly 
produced donations 'Silver Dav.T1' by ArtemlS 
and 'Adrift on Deep water' try Blu Mar Ten. 
volume two IS a very strong representatiOn of 

the diverse capabilitIeS from a Wide selection of 

producers on the Good Looking Records roster 

• 

_. 
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Music Maker 3.0 

T
he latest version of Magix's surprisingly easy-tD-use but full -featured 
electronic music arrangerlseQuencer program rather gratuitously adds 
video editing to its already impressive range of abilities. But surely these 

will be Jgnored in favour of the package's core functionality as a near-professional 
electronic music creator with a very sensible price. As ever, it comes with an 
enormous bank of samples and lOOps, but this time the Euro-cheesiness that 
dogged previOUS iterations of MUSiC Maker (Maglx is a German company) have 
thankfully been avoided. 

Budding bedroom boffins who know their way around a PC should head 
straight for Music Maker 3.0 if they're not IN'illing to remortgage their house fOf a 
copy of CuBase (or blag a dodgy copy of that excellent but overpriced sequencer), 
as It really does contain all you need in order to construct at least demo-quality 
tracks WIth Just a PC, a keyboard and a fistful of samples 

The roster of digital effects is bigger and more useful than ever, which is 
extremely convenient if you're into pinching samples and meSSing them up to 
avoid litigatiOn. Equipment demands are pretty low (it'll operate on a cheapo 486) 

and, all In all, it beats all the other contenders for the 'My First 5equencer' crOlMl 
hands-down. 

• Published by Magi)! 

• Developed In-house 

• £40 

• OUt now, PC 

A Strong Unit" represents a complex twISt on 
breaKbeat dub that has already conlJred J.4) 

its (M'fl dance genre that has been termed 

'Reggaedubhlptedlhop'. The aibLm delivers , 5 

extraordinary tracks ranglflg from the sIcm-bumq 

ea'S'/ groove of 'Realms of Dub' to the heaVy 

hip-hop tlreaks of the currently avai~ Singles 

'scratch', 'J-leavfNelgIlt' and 'Spirit'. ~r ITV)St 

recent release rerTlxed try ROIlI Sire and AlOOf 

Kitachi have succeeded in develOping an 

a~iShed release that is IllCO!'I1I)CIraole to 
anything else around, and one !hat may selVE! as a 
source of influence to many . 
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Definitive Technology 
speaker System 

A
nyone serious about surround sound knows 
that only a system built out of separate units 
IS able to successfully compete With the 

experience offered by tOday'S purpose-built cinemas. 
This has led to countless relationship-shattering 

arguments as partners have Objected to having their 
living-room space invaded by numerous black boxes 
and a QUintet of speakers. Nevertheless, if determined 
that your humble atxx:le Should double as the road's 
loCal multJpiex featunng PrO-LogiC and - more 
importantly - DoIby Digital sound, ttlen mere speakers 
WJII not SUffice. 

This is \\tlere ttIe £1.790 US brand Defl1itive 
Technology speaker package steps In. There are lTlOfe 
expensive set ups availaOle, of course, but ttIe system's 
BPS front speakers. ttIe C·, centre, and ttle BPl 
surrounds Should satiSfy most AV enthUSiasts. Md Wittl 
a 22Hz-nHz freQuency response for the main front 
channels, and power handling fIgUre of 'lOON, the Del 
Techs should also easily annoy the neighbours 

It is generally accepted that for Dolby Digital a 
bipolar deSign is preferable, and it's a feature Defl1rtwe 
Technology Incorporates Into its speakers. This simply 
means that an equal output is sent to the front and rear 
of the cabinet, adding texture and reflection to ttle 
sound, which In a home cinema environment results In 
a better integration of the system with Its surroundings 

partnering thiS system 'MttI a 5Ubstantial amplifier 
reveals a Wide, dynamiC soundstage, capable of 
transforming even the most banal HOItywood Jfferi'lg 
into an exciting and Involving ear-basI1irlf 

Philips 32PW9763 

hi ~' lat~t 32·inch widescreen set. the P 32PW9763, not only features digital picture 
enhancement (meaning that it can 'clean up' 

Images) but it also has dual tuners. That means that ttIe 
screen can be spilt dOINll the middle allowmg you to 
watch two channels simultaneously, or TV on one 
channel and use the other for a console (or, best of all, 
two consoles linked Up), 

Pricy at £1,900, maybe, but worth it to end 
TV·related Quarrels, and it has full Dolby' Pro LogiC. 

32PW9763. PhIIIDS, teI:0181689 =""'=:.. __ ....I 

., ...... 

. 32PW9763 .-
-F or aII"'~. Man Transeau's 

IITla w.IS a memorable debut - a 
beautdully OI"gar"IC s::tn:Isc.ape that oasned. 
washeC. and lapped lib- a '"'opIcaI sea. t.SCM· 

largely rejects this epIL VISm.-.:l represem e 

collision course for myriad st,1e$. High pontS 

include the add electro t:II"eaneat 01 'OrbIIUS 

Terramum', thefllIffytrMCl."arlmem'FIa/TWlg 

June' aoo, beSt Qf an, 'NeCtar" - rrultHavereo 

trancey pop 'Mth a male VOCClI aoo a Ne"W 

Order·style guitar tlasSlioe, It doesn't all ~ 
butWheo it does. 'ESCM' occ.asiooally blinds 

Wlti11tS musical craftsmansrup 

• 

..... 
• OUt now 

• [1,900 

• Out now 

CONTINUED ~ 

Yamaha DSP A1092 

O 
". nng rts Infancy, the. early·'90s home Cinema. 
phenomenon naturally encompassed the movie 
IndUStry. By companson, the VIdeogame Il1I1ustry was 

relatively slow to catch up, but several developers recognised 
the benefits of an IIwolving SOUndtrack. am avet the years an 
increaSing numtlef of titles have emerged sporting Dolby 
Surround sound audio optionS, and more recentty games such 
as Psygnosis' F1 have SUpjX)rted the more comprehenSIVe four 
channel (five speaker) Pro logiC versIon 

HO'NeVer, the ever-aavanclng world of hOme theatre is 00vV 

t>eglnning to accept a new standard - DoIby Digital: an eight
speaker, full-bandwidth, Six-discrete-channel setup (also known 
as AC-3 in the States). LogiC dictates that videogames will 
contlnue their chase, and future consoles incorporating DVD 
technOlogy will presumably carry compatible soundtracks. 
Which makes the emerging AC-3 technOlogy highly exciting to 
garners who care about tile aural as well as visual experience. 

Varnaha, which was Quick. off the mark With ttle UK's first 
DoIby OIgita1lntegrated amplifier last year, has recently 
Introduced an addItIOnal rrn:x:IeI. tile 0$P-A1092. At £850, this is 
currently the cheapest such unit on the market. and offers 'i!JJN 
RMS output on all main cnanne~, pilJS an aodltional 2SW fOr the 
front effects. The iJOIt Is very much allTled at OVD users, and as 
~ ooe~ 'lOt Include an RF input, meaning IaSerdlSC 0'MlefS 

WiStl ng to play thelr NTSC Dolby Digital cOlleCtion willllave to 
11\IeSt in a separate external demOCfulatOr (Yamaha'S 0'NI1 £100 
APOl IS surprisingly good value). 

Despite the necessary cuts, the DSP·A1092 continues 
Yamaha's renowned pedigree in the hOme Cinema sector, WIth 
excellent warmtn and depth, fine clefinltfOO and a wide 
SOUndstage from both muSIC and m(MeS As such it deserves 
seriOUS consideration from anyone entering the digital era 

• AC-3 1ntegnrt8d Amp • ElSO . ''''''''" • Out now 

DSP-A1092, Yamaha. teI: 01923 233166 

S
I" ·,1 ..... " pr~aftxnI. '5OeOCeand 

N.",jAf, was J greu: .0III!Cti00 of UIeS, 

,"to , .... ~ ,.~ Ill(' c1Xl ~ mekxk trance 

:f~<IfKWJthaplootJ 

,""lYe EIre tb' IS r-c,',.,. IOdgeC In 

breakbe.)' .~ m I'·; ''"le newer julgIe 

,nfkJCOCeS IIJstr.l';e(l '" tracks sud'I as 'OB 
Blues aoo'C JaX' tha' ShOW GateS and 

StanfJ!!(S ilttef"tlrtlng to Ch.lrm roore thaI'1 Just 
four·foor fanatics. By c~nson. pu~ 

trancefS such as Wave Intruder' arxl'Bad/ands' 

sound a bit stale, V.tllle the BOOby MIIes-esque 
'Angels L.andl~ IS, QUite franKly. utter Ios/). 
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Net 2000 SpaceStation 

T
he ability to surf the Internet using Just a standard televiSion and a set-top 00)( is an idea that's 
catching on, with more and more Internet units now t)elng released for thOse.....no can't afford, Of 

simply don't want, a computer. The latest, the Net200J spaceStatrOll IS, under Its hi-fi-
component-like skin, little more than a fairly basic PC with a modem and a VGA-Io-RG8 converter so the 
picture is viewable on your telly_ The results aren't ideal, for the unfortunate VIewer IS forced to suffer 
slightly fuzzy graphics (due to the comparatively low-res diSPlay of TVs) and cramped fonts. However, the 
SpaceStatlOn is relatively cheap, it's upgradeable. and the infrared keyboard makes It easy to use from the 
sofa Thai is, 'f it''> po~<'lble to tempt '>Oap·')pera addicts away from the TV long enougtl to use it • SpaceStatlon 

Net 2000 SpaceStation, available from SOftware Warehouse, teI: 01675 466467 

Cyber Killers 

on't /)(. tT'1', ('ad by thf> title D Ihi5 i:;n'\ I collection of dodgy 
short 5tones given a speciOUS 

'cyber' prefiX to cash in on the current 
trend for urban future thnllers This 
anthOlogy, split neatly into three 
themed chapters ( Netvvork Terrorists, 
RobOt Crime and Virtual Murder), 
actually features work by some of the 
genre's greatest Vlsionanes, providing 
the reader with a compilation of future 
cflfne fictiOn which IS both readable 
and relevant especially impressIVe 
considenng ~me ")f the stones dale 
back 10 the 1950s. 

The message these prophe::,; 
ViSIonS preach ·- that the technOlogical 
future we face may be far from the 
Utopia which has been promised 10 1.., 

IS made even more IX>ignant now as 
the words are beCOming reallty>o-fi It 
seems, often works best wh~ t ShQINS 
what might be lu~t around the corner 
which IS exactly what ttl'" excellent 
collectJon of stones does 

Considering the authors featured 
here (Alfred Bester, J G Ballard, Robert 
sheckley, etc) virtually Invented the 
cytJerpunk genre Without knowing It. 
mooern proponents have a lot to thank 
them for. An essential sele:tIOll" 
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• Edited by Rlc Alel(8nder 

• Orion Publishing 

• [10 

• ISBN ()'7528G-980-6 

M OOl,<;~":;theetmty~ 
dHJUl ;1 bLm from Rupe" Pan:es aka 

PMtek: -~ 0f'Ie at ttle roost :Ner'Se 
, .;~~,rno Nil) prc:dJcers n drum·n'~ 

11'lIS apt~ titled COllection Of rT"1:'lM ,sflC 

techno, )all. )1SIgIe con.:llldeS Ph Jtel('~ "5t 

:hap~ by inUSlratlng hIS dlVl"'!e Irtterests. rho 

Fifth Column' r~ oneotall"1fluences. wt1g~ 
the darlo:: tones of 'Minotaur' :a'ltrast wfth the 
Intelligent, laldboc~ feel of '124', Altoougtl 
Phote~ has been prodUCing for five )'E',n$, thIS 
appears to be a POSitive step towtlrdS "lOre 
expenmentatior' in thP. fulure of drum'n'tJa5S. 

• 

• Net 2000 

Hard, Soft and wet 

V
irtual travel fiction had to 
haoPer1 sooner or later, but at 
least the genre gets off to an 

interesting start wittJ this idiosyncratic 
journey Into glObal cytJerspace, Here, 
McGrath meets the inhabitants who are 
shaPing the dIgital youth culture of 
today: hackers, email Junkies, arcade 
~hamps, ambient DJs, Any Edge reader 
WhO thinks they're hooked on 
vid€')8ames should wait untilltley read 
9bout the arcade champs who have 
tu~ VR BattJetech into a religion 

On the 'TlOSt part this is a highly 
vOyeUmttc lOOk at this new landscape 
;ma the ;)eOOIe who make It their home. 

VoIhOeYer She meets and 'vVherever she 
gee$ McGrattl tries to make some sort 
)f ser;<,e out Of vdlat She sees, hears 
3nd feels. To her, the Information age IS 
new, fngtttelling and challenging all at 
the scroe time 

But shot through with raw emotion, 
thl\ ''> more ttlan just an information 
wperhlgflway travelogue, McGrath has 
managed to capture the personalitieS 
dnving the digital culture into the 
mainstream. She has also written an 
enthralling diary of an outsider gaining 
access to a new territory, and staking 
he' 0'W11 claim to part of it 
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• Available now 

• Me\anle McGrath 

• Harper CoIlins 
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• ISBN O~2SSS86·7 

H ouse ~ en rrore often 
c:»culatcd exerCISeS 1'1 convnertial gaIi 

than trlJl'! reflf!Cl<ll'lS' I a Ofs taste oYld skill NOt 

'IOwth 5asha ¥1Il JOh1 OIg'Need's Northem 

Expol:..IreseflC' ttough.<N'lICh~t00e5?t 

&IOnOuS textural quality I? f:mr neart·warmng 
m.~') 'M1tl ft'll St.1YIf1g pcr.yer 

TtliS IS ~ "" good ~ the OI'CIflaI"M', 

the first CD riding a w;we Jf (lrcarrrv bre.~ 

.a!TlOlerlCe (the glorJous combo 01 -:hicane's miX 

:If Furry Phreak!. 'soothe' and Front~'s 

'Oammerung') and the second pursuing sli&tttty 

leSs inspmng but pic3slngly melodIC f uro trance . 
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n e t v i e w 
EDGE'S EXAMINATION OF THE INTERNET AND ONLlNE GAMING SCENE 

creatures alive and kicking on the Net 
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WIthout the rich _.1 of the 1_ W. dlllkult to ... _ 
Cref1fvres coukl haye become such • YI"nt pnetk expert_em 

r:t emember Creatures? (E37). Despite the winding down of Time 
I.a.I Warne(s UK games division (which was set to publish the UK edition), 
the game is going strong across the rest of the INOrld - and has this month 
been re-released in the UK as a budget title. Indeed, a quick dip into the Internet 
reveals that much of the original 'gene-swapping' vision has come true. 

Creatures is the creation of Cyberfife Technologies. A bold expenment in 
neural network-based artIficial life, Creatures casts the player as a god-like 
presence in the world of the Noms. As independent entItles, the Noms roam 
about their world discovering what to ea~ what to avoid, and even learn how 
to communicate verbally. By encouraging particular Noms to breed, 'players' 
can develop new strains with evolving charaoeristics. 

Remarkably, it all seems to be going according to plan. Creatures - which 
gene biologist Richard Dawkins once described as the most impressive 
example of artificial life he'd ever had seen - has spawned a mass of eager 
pioneers in digital genetic research. These Creature fanatics breed intelligent 
Noms or new colour variations, then disseminate their prized specimens via 
the Internet Popular Noms are downloaded by the hundred, and their genes 
propagated throughout the many COpIes of Creatures around the globe. It's 
like ordering up a syringe of Sherga(s sperm. 

Creatures on the Web is just one of many fan sites. Its speciality is 
specially selected new strains of Noms, such as Highlanders and Wolflings. 
The former are hardy specimens, able to live far longer then normal Noms, 

whIle the latter are wild Noms, barely touched by human hands, 'Nho've 
reverted to a feral state. Much of the correspondence on this sIte and others 
concerns getting Wolflings past theIr third generation . 

Another meeting place is the Age of Albia site. This encompasses a huge 
vanety of new material including muki-Iobed (and therefore smarter) Noms, 
and overhauled breeding tools. Conversely, a more disturbing side to the 
Creatures phenomenon can be found at the Isle of Misfits, where Creatures 
fol1O'Ners send their most outlandish or unsociable Noms. 

Thankfully, the official Creatures website takes a less twisted line. 1nstead 
of a cruel freakshovv, users can find patches, upgrades, desirable Noms and 
new Items for the title including a cuddly bear for sleepwalking Noms. 

It's interesting that people are swapping Noms, and not their eggs as first 
envisaged. Yet is it so surprising? The Web is hosting a dynamic experiment in 
the exchange of genetic material. Who'd buy Sherga(s offspring, which might 
have been mothered by any old nag, lNhen the stud itself could be purchased? 
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Websltes devoted to the c ••• offer CrNtures obHIshes the 
oppomanlty to widen their I .... pooIwItII fresh """,,_ 

Creatures on the Web is located at _.bud,eLneV~lEtonyjett/lndex.html, while 
Age of Albia can be found at at http://_ .leoc:ities.com/- johnmull/ and the 
official Cyberlife Creatures page is situated at http://_ .cyberlife.co,uk! 

VRML shines in new puzzle game promo 
D he Rubik's Cube craze might 

never have occurred had a 
Saturday morning kids show not 
revealed one child's mastery of the 
puzzle. Subsequently, the country 
was gripped by Rubl~s Cube fever, 

Not wanting to leave things to 
chance, the creators of Space 
Cubes have taken a more proactive 
approach. They're anempting to 
create Web hysteria before the 
mind toys are even in the shops. 

Space Cubes are the latest 
plastic teasers set to SIN€eP the 

globe. They are essentially plastic
moulded 'C -style shapes which 
hang together to form geometric 
structures. Players first master the 
Cube, then buy extra pieces to 
create the Cham or the Blob. 

Fortunately the Space Cubes 
home page offers some explanation 
through VRML animations of the 

cubes in action, and it has already 
won the Silicon Graphics Buzz of 
the Week award. SGI claimed the 
page demonstrated 'an outstanding 
piece of VRML mastery.' More 
interestingly, it's one of the first 
occasions in lNhich the real world 
and VRML have joined forces. To 
sell something naturally. 

For more information on Space Cubes, visit http;/Iwww.specKubes.com!lndex.html 
- visitOB will need a VRMl player, however, such as Cosmopfayer, which can be 
downloaded from www.netscape.com 
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EDGE REPORTS ON THE VIRTUAl PET TREND THAT JUST WILL NOT DIE: NOW ITS DUE FOR THE N64 AS 
EVERYBODY'S TAMAGOTCHI. NINTENDO. MEANWHILE, HAS BEEN BLOWING ITS CORPORATE 11IUMPn 

OVER ITS 8 AND 168fT CONSOLE SAlES. WHILE NAMCO'S TE/CICEN IS BEING USED AS A SOURCE FOR AN ANIMATED MOVIE 

Tamagokhi fever dies while N64 gives birth to new breed 
While the news that Sandai has now sold an estimated ten million Tamagotchi units worldwide 
is severely eye-opening. signs that the idiotic digital creatures craze has passed its peak are 
already emerging from Japan - much to Edge's relief. Indeed, though widely available in shops, 
Tamagotchi 2 sales have (so far) proved disappointing in Japan. 

Nevertheless, this hasn't stopped Sandai's new link-cable-compatible Game Boy version. 
More worrying. though, is Everybody's Tamagotchi, a proposed Nintendo 64 game based on the 
ghastly bleeping beasts. The 'game' is being developed in co-operation with Hudsonsoh and will 
enable players to enter a world featuring a variety of mini-games - including a board game, 
casino adivities and a trading-card game with more than 50 charaders to choose from. The 
current design is best described as rough, and, despite the N64's vast palette, the developer has 
opted for subtle pastel-like shades, perhaps in order to maintain the 'motherly'-style values that 
have been so prevalent in the Tamagotchi's success. 

How this will fare compared with 'real' games boggles the mind, particularly in a fickle society 
that leaps from one craze to another with such lightning rapidity. Tamagotchis are now so eaSily 
available that Tokyo residents can finally walk down the streets without fearing attack by 
Tamagotchi-starved assailants. 

Perhaps they should now be assaulted for still owning and caring for them. 

Keeping it In the Famicomily 
Whereas in the UK most old consoles either gather dust on top shelves or suffer the ultimate 
indignity of the car-boot sale, in Japan they're doing a roaring trade, with the Famicom (NES) and 
Super Famicom (sNl3) commanding prices of V4,980 (£26) and V5,BOO (£30) respectively. 
And, by western standards, they're selling better than some of the latest machines on offer. 

As a result, the worldwide sales figures are likely to surprise many. According to Nintendo of 
Japan, from March 1996 to April 1997 around 80,000 Famicoms and 3,300,000 Super 
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Derby Stallion: the biggest-selling 
PlayStation game in Japan over the 
last few months. See Arcadeview 
for more Japanese horsey gaming 
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Street Fighter has already 
set a high standard for 
game-to-anime releases -
will Tekken make the 
transition as admirably? 

Famicoms have been sold around the globe. This brings the Famicom total (from its release in 
March 19B2) to a staggering 61,580,000. With 45,600,000 units, its big brother isn't doing too 
badly either, particularly when it's considered that it was released six years later. 

Software figures are no less impressive, with 500,020,000 Famicom titles sold worldwide, 
and 359,210,000 for the Super Famicom. 

The Famicom currently remains the world's most-sold videogaming platform, duly followed 
by its 16bit successor, the Super Famicom. This certainly puts the PlayStation count of 
20,000,000 units in perspedive, and leaves Sony with some catching up to do .. 

Tekken pts animated 
The fad tha~ in Japan, a significant number of videogames are based on anime movies, 
themselves originating from manga comics, will hardly cause otakus to drop their joypads in 
disbelief. However, every now and then a game comes along that doesn't respect this traditional 
progression. And so it is tha~ just like Street Fighter before it, Tekken is to be made into an 
animated movie, with Namco entrusting the projed to sony Music Entertainment, which is 
working in conjundion with ASCII. 

An OAV (original animation video) series is also planned, the story based primarily on the 
first two games, although aspects of Tekken 3, such as the relationship between Kazuya and Jun, 
being incorporated into the plot. 

The first episode is planned for a November release in Japan, while the second should arrive 
in January J 998. In a typically astute marketing manoeuvre, both instalments will also support 
the Tekken 3 PlayStation launch expected towards the end of the year in Japan. 

Hopefully, the Tekken animation ventures will continue the quality of the videogame series to 
warrant an international release. This could of course encourage other developers to 
realise the movie-like potential of some of their titles, resulting in a flood of videogame- £ 
based anime. Edge balks at the prospect of a Banjo-Kazooie realisation .. 
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As if the Tamagotchi phenomenon hadn't already touched people's lives enough (not to mention the horde 
of clones that foIlO'Ned), Bandai has persuaded Nintendo that the world needs a Nintendo 64 interpretation. 
The result appears to be an appropriately graphically sound title, although many will be dubious about the 
transition from carry-around-in-your-pocket device to home-based, super-powered 64bit console hardware., 
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Burning Rangers 

Half-Ufe 

Top C;("in Rally 

Barrage 

Par<tsite Eve 

C;P Legends 

Shining Forte III 

Virtual Hytu no Ken 

D<trk Project 

Diddy Kong Rating 

C;tan Turi~mo 

Square's Ehrgeiz features a similar 
combat model to robol but boasts 

more interactive backgrounds 

Rapid River is the latest in Namco's 
range of nove/ty-cabil1et coin-ops. This 

one requires the player to grasp a 
paddle and furiously rr:JN down 11 

series of lI'eacherous 1r'.Itl~e-w1lter 
courses. It takes a lot of energy, but 

seems popular with couples 
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PRESCREEN ALPHAS 
m s usual, the Tokyo-based JAMMA convention threw 

... up a number of interesting new coin-ops which will 

no doubt be attracting myriad clones next year. Best 
of a good bunch was Square's latest beat 'em up, Ehrgeiz, 

which employs a similar true 3D combat system to Tobal 

(including lots of side-stepping to get out of the usual 2D plane), 

but adds some unique features. Paramount among these is the 
increased interaction with the backgrounds: pugilists will be 

able to push objects at enemies and jump on obstacles. 

Additionally, some of the arenas have been placed on two levels 

to make the combat a little more taxing. With a variety of long
range attacks (including Street Fighter-esque fireballS), and 

some sol id, precise character graphics, Ehrgeiz looks set to 
wield a substantial influence over the development of beat 'em 

ups as the millennium draws to a close. 
Also on a beat 'em up tip was Capcom, presenting the 

implausibly titled Rival Schools United by Fate. This manga

inspired title boasts some truly original characters, and finely 
detailed character visuals on a par with those in Tekken 3. It also 

has an interesting scenariO, in which the player tak.es control of 

Revealed at the JAMMA convention, The Lost Wand Special is a new version 
of AM3's on-rails shooter, complete with new cabil1et arid gameplay features 
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Motocross Go! features some huge 
jumps rather than just flat circuits 

The System 23 board has allowed 
for some intricate background detail 

a team of three fighters whose purpose is to conquer teams 

from competing high schools. With a combat system inspired by 
X-Men vs Street Fighter and a few new ideas chucked in, 

another bright Capcom classic could well be on the horizon. 
Amongst Namco's many offerings was the promising 

offroad racer Motocross Go!, running on its system 23 board. 
Although it doesn't look massively more advanced than a 
standard system 22 title, it does offer some superbly detailed 

backgrounds and a finely balanced racing model. The cabinet 
itself (the player sits on a bike) boasts some finely tuned force

feedbaCk shenanigans; players feel different vibrations 
depending on the surface they're racing on and the bike they've 

chosen. Edge just wonders how far this craze is going to go ... 
unsurprisingly, considering Final Fantasy VII's orgasmic 

reception, square has two new RPG titles in development. One 
is Xenogear, which appropriates many of FFVlJ's gameplay 

Capcom has moved temporarily iJWay from the Street FIf}hrer licence to 
produce Rivals United by Fate, a leam-based high school combat game 
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The cabinet bike, sponsored by Yamaha, offers an accurate force-feedback 
system which could prove painful to the player at times like these (below) 

features and works them into a new, perhaps less graphically 
ambitiOUS, world. The main thrust of the action seems to be the 

3D battle scenes where the player has to defeat a mixture of 
monsters, some of whom are qUite innovatively sty1ed. It 

sounds limiting, but if these conflicts are as immersive as those 
in square's premier PlayStation title, this could well provide an 
equally powerful hit for haclc-and-slay fanatics ever}Where. 

Blaclc aps development has apparently spent over 20 
months developing its mission-based underwater adventure 

M"'.y, Off Rood ChaIJenge 
OffefS eight courses and eight 

trucks with which to tackle them 

Stree( Fighter Ill: Second Impact 
Giant Attack (left) features TVoIO new 
characters. Hugo and Urien, as well 
as a variety of new moves 
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SquareSoft's latest RPG Xenogeors (below) borrows many game ideas from the massively successful Finol Fantasy VII, but places them In a totally different 'NOrld 

... Treasures of the oeep Which could explain why It looks SO 

beautifully intricate and atmospheric. The game makes eight 

vehicles and a variety of weapons and gadgets available to the 

player, who acts as a kind of scavanging lames Bond, searching 

the ocean bed for loot while fighting off competitors, Along the 

way there are terrOrist nuclear devices to disarm, enemy subs 

to blow up, and satellites to retrieve from deep-sea trenches. All 

in all, It looks to be a novel idea brilliantly executed. 

The racing genre may be atrociously overcrowded at the 

moment, but Spanish developer Chaos Effect clearly feels there 

Treasures of the Deep takes a derivative mission-based action adventure structure and places it in a brilhantly 
evocative underwater environment -to great effect It coold prove 10 be a significant title for Namco in the States 

is still sufficient room for a few more contenders. Judging by its 

promising contribution to the cause - the styliSh and distinctive 

Rattle and Beetle - the company may well be correct. What 

stands out Immediately are the vehicles: ten personalised 

volkswagen Beetles, each with different performance 

capabilities but all driven by psychopaths. This not-altogether

serious use of recognisable motors represents an intelligent 

move away from the standard sleek sports cars of Ridge Racer 

and its derivatives without straying into the cartoonish extremes 

of Micro Machines or Big Red Racing. There are similarities with 

the latter, though Interesting and colourful cartoony graphics, 

huge Jumps, forgiving physics and an emphasis on smooth 

playability being the most notable. However, Chaos Effect has 

taken full advantage of the luxuries afforded by D3D and the 

P200 processor, putting Goufuad shading and light-sourcing 

wherever they'll be noticed. Great visuals and offbeat gameplay 

ideas? Why on earth hasn't this title got a publisher yet? 

Nintendo 64 title Aero-CcJuge is a presentable Wlpeout-style racer from Japanese 
developer ASOl. The ... etudes seem peculiarly flat, but the cirCUIts look Interesting 
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The PC 3D&; version of 
Tomb Raider 2 (centre 
two shots) ooks more 

visually impt'essive than 
its predecessor. These 

new visuals shcm a 
mudl wider graphICal 

diversity, with outdoor 
and subaqua scenes 

looking particularly 
Impressive. Mammoth 

sales are inevitable 

Meanwhile, the creator of the aforementioned Big Red 

Racing - Big Red SOftware - has now changed its name to 

Corrosive and is back with an altogether different kettle of 

Zoom's PlayStation sequel Zero Divide 2 adds sharper character graphics and 
more detailed enVIronments to an interesting robot beat 'em 1.41 concept 
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polygons, Assault Korps Here the player controls a small 

group of soldiers as they storm several enemy establishments, 

killing everything in their path with all manner of exotic 

weaponry. The basic gameplay elements and control system -

click on where the men should go, click on what they should fire 

at, and ,so on - are rather reminiscent of cannon Fodder (no 

bad thing in Itself), but Corrosive has also added a further level 

of complexIty in order to compete with the proliferation of 

military strategy sims on the shelves. Players will, for example, 

have to work out how to operate a cable car, bring down a 

The inclusion of vehicles in Ihe game should add 
a new twrst to the familiar Tomb Raider fOffTlUIa. 
And this isn't the only evtdence that (ore has 
been ....ooung on the gameplay as mudl as 
graph.a. The shark (top left) in the undefWater 
scene promises 10 add an extra dimension to 
unfOftunate players' where's-the-air-hole panic. 
The PS version seen here suffers by comparison 
to the 3Dfx interpretation, but it still offers faSI3D 

Namco's System 12 title I.ibero Gronde 
doesn't look capable of knocking Virtua 
Striker 2 off its podium as the best 
coin-op football game, and a potential 
PlayStation conversion would face fierce 
competlllOfl from Konami's /SS Pro 
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.... portcullis, repair an armoured vehicle, and undertake various 

other tasks. The team has bcrNed to the visual obsessions of 
contemporary gamers by including smooth, lusciously detailed 
landscapes and explosions lifted from the Renny Harlin school 

of epic pyrotechnics. It will hit the PC and PlayStation in April. 
Hyper Olympics (or Negano Olympics '98 as it is to be 

knQlNfl in the UK) is the latest addition to Konam,'s highly 
distinguished catalogue of sporting games. In thiS long-awaited 

follow up to the perennial PlayStation favourite International 
Track & Field the player has a choice of 16 countries to 
represent, a variety of play modes and 12 Winter sports to take 

• 
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Rattle and Beetle from Chaos Effect mixes impressive visudl realISm v.uh 
some knodabout gameplay and !hose eternally favoured studentmobiles 

part in, including alpine skiing. snowooarding. speed skating and 

curling. unsurprisingly, the title, due for simultaneous release on 
the PlayStation and N64 to coincide with the Negano event (in 
February '98), will feature the same old frantic button-pressing 

action as previous games. What is surprising, however, is that 
the N64 Visuals do not yet look too far removed from those on 

the PlayStation - and neither version looks particularly 

accomplished in the graphics department. 
However, as Konami itself proved with International Track & 

field, state-of-the·art graphics are not the most 
important ingredients of a good sports game .. £ 

Shoot 'em up action and militalY strategy collide in Corrosive Software's 
promisingAssou/t Korps. The filtered textures and realtime Lghtmg Impress 
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BURNING 
AfTER MONTHS OF SP!CULITlON, S!GI HIS FINALLY UNV!IUO OlTllLS OF SONIC TUM's LlSllST PRoneT, 

The levels In Burning 
Rangers relularly span 
sever.1 floors. meanlnl 
sever.1 miles of areas 

IN IMIIlIOUS, POllNTlILLY UCITING I •• SPECTACULAR 1001ll0N TO TH! SITURN'S CATALOGU! 

Sonl( Team proves that the Satum GIn 
perform Impressive lI,htinC effects (above) 

(!t) hen news that the next SOniC game 
for the Saturn was to be handed to 
Traveller's Tales (the developer 

responsible for several of the blue 
hedgehog's past adventures), speculation 
arose as to what Sonic Team leader Yuji 
Naka's next project would be. While rumours 
circulated of a possible NiGHTS sequel, or 
even a Sonic game for the company's next 
hardware proJect, sega kept QUiet. Until the 
eve of the TOkyo Game Show, that is, when 
Naka himself unveiled the first details of 
Burning Rangers. Sonic Team's new title. 

Already touted as poSSibly the most 
exciting game from the coders for some time, 
the action centres around the Burning 
Rangers, a futuristic firefighting force charged 
with the task of saving a city from imminent 
destruction. As a member of the team, 
players are continuously thrown into 
life-or-death situations and must don their 
exoskeleton suit to rescue victims, destroy 
enemy machines and extinguish flames USing 
a variety of weapons. 

The developer has paid particular 
attention to the game's AI in order to imbue 
the gameplay with a convincing degree of 
realism. As a result players will have to 
co-operate with other Rangers to complete 
missions successfully. To add variety while 
maintaining a challenge, the survivors and 
obstacles are generated randomly so that 

• 

Players have to explore the vast levels in order to successfulty complete 
the missions before the relentless fire engulfs the whole area 'above) 

they're not necessarily in the same location 
every time the game is played. Currently a 
choice of two characters is offered, although 
it is poSSible the final version Will allow any of 
the five team members to be selected. A 
twoplayer mode is also expected althOugh 
confirmation has yet to come from sega. 

The animation is impressive and the 
control very responsive, with the Rangers 
able to climb, jump and run around the 
levels. Their mobile suits are fitted with 
jetpacks so that larger obstacles can be 
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Apairt from destroyinc enemy robots and utinl'llshin, fires. the player's 
priority Is to Ioute and save .11 the victims trapped in the blulnclevels 

cleared in a single bound. To simplify matters. 
sega has also included an 'auto-jump' option 
which allows novice players to concentrate 
on rescuing the stranded victims without 
having to worry about obstacles. 

Unlik.e Sonic Team's previous foray into 
3D. NiGHTS, here the characters interact with 
the game world in three dimensions, no 
longer constrained by an on-rails approach. 
Players can explore their surroundings freely 
- not an easy task, as each level, despite 
being set in a building. is huge: most buildings 
are four or five storeys high. Fonunately the 
other members of the team will check in 
periodically. giving audio cues should players 
need help getting back on track, Not that this 
should be a problem as a map is provided 
and a HUD compass is also available to aid 
individuals who are easily disoriented. 

Despite the early nature of the version 
shOllm to the public, Burning Rangers was 

The action takes place within damared and 
therefore structurally unstable bulldlnp 
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As well as structural obstacles, playen must 
be aware of possible explosion risks (rleM) 

well received by onlookers, The game uses a 
second generation NIGHTS engine that is 
significantly more advanced than its 
predecessor in terms of both design and 
features. The team has also achieved some 
impressive lighting effects and 
transparencies, two visual delights once 
thought to be beyond the Saturn's abilities. 
Yet the proof that the saturn can do it is there 
in the smooth, realistic red glow of fire and 
the progress of the characters' searchlights 
as they skim over twisted, burnt wreckage. 
saturn diehards will also enjoy the subtle 

UGHTlNG EFfECTS AND TRANSPARENCIES, ONCE 

transparency effects evident in flames, lasers, 
and explosions. 

AS in NiGHTS, Burning Rangers will use a 
rating system, grading players from A-F. Edge 
wouldn't be surprised if the game features 
several endings, each depending on the 
player's performance and score. Expect more 
details to emerge from sega as Burning £ 
Rangers nears release. 

The charaden' exoskeleton suits will not only protect them from the hip 
temperatures, but also enable them to leap Into the air to avoid obstacles 
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HALF 
WHILE .IMIRS THI Walla alii WIlT IN BRIITHY ANTlCI'ITION fOR QUill 2. m •• UN. OUTfIT 

VILli IS IIMIN. TO RIOEfINI THI flRST-PlISON SHonll CUll WITI ITS IualCIOUS flln TITlE 

One of the bllPst Improventenb HGH-LHe's so enr.ne .... kes over dud of the ortelnal QuG'. Is the COftIplexity of its enemy characters - some monsters 
are constructed from over 6.000 polyJons. Eq .... lty nlpreuIveIy. they're not .n 51_pty nondesdpt c.nnon fodder - they tum up in .11 slYpes nd sizes 

[j] ne of the perils of arms trading IS I that. while you stash the cash, you 
can never be certain that whoever 

you sell to won't turn your own weapons on 
you. So it may prove to be for id and its 
profitable licensing of the Quake engine, For 
as the audience waits for the curtains to part 
on Quake 11 this Christmas, it could be a 
relative unknown that steals the spotlight. 
Valve. a year ~old softCQ, and Quake licensee, 
IS hopmg to redefine the parameters of the 
first-person shooter with Half-LIfe. Its very 
first title, Ambitious indeed, but from what 
Edge has seen, by no means unrealistic. 

Unlike the usual perfunctory 'Earth under 
attack' scenarios, Half·Ufe features a fully 
scripted storyline. The player takes the role of 
a scientist trapped in a vast, underground 
laboratory housing a secret Portal device (an 
inter4 dimensional gate). The Portal goes 
tanto, vomits up hordes of mutant creatures, 
leaving the player with a stained white coat 
and an understandable desire to nee the lab 
and make for the surface. AS progress is 
made, the story allows for different tactics to 

• 

be taken according to the player'S mood -
doors can be kicked down and room hOsed 
with grenades, a more cerebral path can be 
used. Furthermore, throughout the game, the 
story is deepened both locally and generally 
by many scripted sequences integrated into 
the action. These are not cutaways, but 
rather scenes WItnessed in apparent realtime 
during the action. For example, players may 
see a fellow scientist being attacked by a 
monster and hide as it devours the body. Or 
the monster could be killed in order to glean 
useful information from the scientist. Apart 

The lint-person pnre m., be stifled, but V.lve's 
orl2in.1 touches shoukl 
m .... e HD"~Llfe suncl out 
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The dlver5ity of scenery 
within Hall·LHe Is 
lauc&.ble: ifs not all 
brown, brown. brown 

~.I""'" Uptl .. _ 
COMbine with COMpIu: 
'""'etry to ...... this one 
stunninC-lookln, experience 

A flexible. modu.buecI enemy AI system uters for those moments when opponents 
woukl best serve themselves by fetchin, reinforcements .nd ."antin, pincer movements 

from the care that has been taken to make 
these scenes diverting (whether hOrrific or 
humorous), what makes them credible is the 
amazing animation on all the creatures. 

One of the Valve's many significant 
technical advances over the original Quake 
engine is its Skeletal Animation System, 
Rather than stOring a set of polygonal meshes 
for each key frame of animation, the skeletal 
system works by movmg the bones within an 
organism and deforming a mesh and texture 
map around the skeleton. The results are 
spectacular. Whereas a Quake monster uses 
about 500 polys, a Half-Life monster can use 
in excess of 6,000. And. because the 
character motions and bone poSitions are 
interpolated to precisely the point in the 
frame being rendered, everything moves with 
unprecedented fluidity. Monsters can be seen 
to breath. turn their heads while running, and 
lose limbs through wing-shots. Moreover, the 
AI is commensurately improved. using a 
system based on flexible 'modules' instead 
of If-then routines allows for enemies that 
run away and fetch reinforcements, crouch 
to reload, advance while others give 
covering fire, or duck out of sight and take 
pot shots. And as if this wasn't enough, the 
monsters are multi-sensory. SOme are blind 
but can hear, others can folloo the player's 
smell. As a result, combating the Intelligence 
and unpredictability of the adversaries in 
Half-Life looks to be both more realistic and 
a good deal scarier than in previous games 
in the genre. 

The creation of a rich and plausible game 
environment has been greatly helped by a 
raft of other technical Innovations. The game 
runs in 16bit colour by default and supports 
multiple-sourced coloured lighting (Which can 
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be mixed and blended to gorgeous effect), 
smoke, translucency. and dynamically 
changmg surfaces: water fipples when 
walked through, walls scar and burn. Sound 
has not been overlooked, either: utilising a 
proprietary real-time DSP (digital Signal 
proceSSing) technique, a Single sound effect 
can be modulated according to the player's 
surroundings, all in dlrectlOn-sourced 3D. 

There can be little doubt that Half-Ufe IS 
set to be the most exhaustively detailed 3D 
action-game yet. If Valve can marry its 
technical and conceptual prowess to a game 
deSign that is as engrOSSing as it is 
impresSive, it could surprise a lot of £ people. Not least John Carmack. 

Another of HtlIf-LHe's unique selling points Is Its .tray of multi-sensory 
crutures - players un run. but covering their scents .... y prove tricky 
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TOP GE RAllY 
IN SPill Of ITS IDMITTlOIY IWESOME CIPABllITIES, THE NINTENDO 64 STlU LICKS IN ESSENTlIl RICINB 

TITlE. THE SITUITlON MUST lE REDRESSED BEfORE THE OPPOSITION DISAPPEARS OVER THE HORIlDN ... 

In championship mode. 10 cars race .,ainst each other through .. variety of countries featuring differinJ track surfaces. Some of the effeds, such as 
weather. or the cars' headlights (ript), are particularly (onwincinc. They .re but .. handful of the touches which brine" decree of realism to the ,ame 

Players can opt for 
chast:.um views (top. 
middle) and .. faster 
In-car view (above) 

El S far as the racing genre 15 
I concerned, the N64 has been 

overtaken by every other currently 
popular machine. After the dreadful Cruis'n 
USA and Human Grand Prix episodes, the 
stakes were raised Slightly with Multi-Racing 
Championship. yet the N64 is stili in 
desperate need of a decent racing game able 
to compete successfully against the faster 
and slicker 32brt marKet offerings 

Of course, forthcommg contenders such 
as Lamborghmi 64 from Tttus and seta's Rev 
Limit (whose progress has apparently now 
been taken on board by Nmtendo). have their 
sights SQuarely set on the N64's racmg 
champion cup. But Kemco must be hoping its 
Top Gear Rally title will do for the 64b1t 
machine what Sega Rally did for the saturn, 
and more importantly, what V-Rally is 
currently doing for the PlayStation; a gOOd 
racer is always a credibility boost. 

In this latest powersliding extravaganza, 
players must choose one of ten vehicles from 
a range of manufacturers - including Ford. 
Nissan, BMW, and Toyota - and spend three 
laps on four Circuits set in dense jungle, arid 
desert land. sandy seaside and treacherous 
mountainous passes. 

Furthermore, advanced drivers can look 
forward to an extra, highly technical hidden 
track - and, of course, the obligatory extra 
cars can also be found. Transmission, tyres 
and suspenston can be tweaked so that the 
car's handling can be made to suit personal 
preferences, while fog, rain, snow, and the 
obscurity of night-time sections add an extra 
element for drivers to deal with. 

In addition to the self-explanatory 
practice and time attack mOdes, the arcade 

level wtll allow players to select any circuit 
and engage in twoplayer battles should they 
have friends at their disposal. There is a 
noticeable drop in speed for the splttscreen 
option. although the pace remains faster than 
Its eqUivalent in Multi-RaCing ChampionShiP. 
with a supenor level of detail on-screen. 

The game will also feature a 
championship mode in which players 
undertake seven seasons. each incorporating 
several courses WIth random weather effects. 
A sconng system similar to reat-life rallytng is 
used. so that the top six drivers are rewarded 
WIth champtonship points, and a spectfiC 
number of these must be attained before 
progressing onwards to the next season. 

Nl,ht sections (above) mlaht recreate the 
adrenaline-rush that Is real-life rallyina 
better than the more liaht-frlendly sbees 
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Th .. kfulty. the majority 
of the truks are wide 
enoup to cater for the 
blUest of powenlldes 

Also. rather than simply have drivers 
revisiting the same circUits seven times, the 
designers have included a mirror mode for 
the last three seasons, effectively extending 
the number of tracks as well as adding a 
certain amount of variety. 

Furthermore, racing fans with a penchant 
for art will revel In TOp Gear Rally's 'paint 
shop' option. which allows players to 
customise their car's appearance uSing a 
reasonably comprehensive toolbox similar to 
those found on full-blown paint programmes, 
although the actual painting is limited to 
some text and simple shapes. Nevertheless, 
should a design be worth saving, this can of 
course be done by simply slotting a memory 
card into the appropriate joypad port. 

US developer Boss Game Studios has 
included several touches in an attempt to add 
a degree of realism to its title. As a result, 
players are not restricted by inVisible barriers 
on the side of the road, and can in fact 

Some of the surbces will test even the best of p'-yers' abilities to the full, 
althoulh havinl an Intellla:enlty sponsored car mlpt help matters a bit 

• 

Players who overdo it will. of course, suffer 
the consequences If.r left), but even with 
"eat care blken. it's still possible to slide off 
the track for a spot of off·roadinC (above) 

wander off the track should they feel 
explOring their surroundings will help them 
win the race. Also, actual damage ensues 
when cars collide, followed by a realistic, and 
therefore reasonable, drop in speed. 

FOG. RAIN. SNOW AND E S rv OF 
NIGHT-TIME SEGnONS ADD AN EXTRA ElEMENT 

OF 

TOp Gear Rally is IookJng Impressive, with 
a precise analogue control system, effective 
weather effects (the ice stages are 
particularly attractive), and With a higher level 
of graphical detail than its nearest 
competitor, Multi-RaCing Championship. 
Whether Of not Boss Game StudiOS' product 
goes down the same road as Ocean's racer 
remains to be seen - but the N64 £ needs a good one, and soon .. 

The lame's twoplayer 
mode retains a healthy 
frame rate throulhoul 
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BARRAGE 
ALTHOUBH IT fiRST BIINCE IT MI' IPPEIR TO lE I STRIINICED HElICOPTER flllHT SIM, THIS NEW 

TITlE fROM fOUR-MIN TElM MINBO BRITS IS I fUll-IN SHODT 'EM UP WITH IMMENSE VlSUII STYlE 

Barrage does .WIIY with the need for focclng.. bikini full advantale of the 
lOb: h.rdware. Uke Pow.rsllde. from Emercent. it will be acceler.r-only 

III ango Grits, based in Burbank in 
Callfornia, comprises Just four staff. 
making it one of the smallest 

codeshoDs in the world. This factor makes 
Barrage, and the impressive technOlogy 
which drives it. all the more remarkable. 

Superficially, Barrage IS little more than a 
shoot 'em up. a f1ight-sirn/firstperson hybrid 
title with an elementary premise: fly a 
hover-fighter-aircraft freely around a number 
of 3D environments. destrOYing the scattered 
'power buoys' that open the portalS to the 
following level. Hardly revolutionary in 
concept, then, but that's not the reason 
Mango Grits garnered so much attention at 
this year's E3 event 

Both Shiny Entertainment and Innerloop 
are currently touting their 'infinite horizon' 
engines, and Mango Grits is also offering zero 
fogging. Joan w ood, who seems to wear a 
number of hats at Grits, explains: 'We're not 
depending on fogging to hide a close clippmg 
plane because we wanted to get away from 
that sort of claustrophobic cheat, and the 
3Dfx hardware we're using is Quite capable. 
Instead of that fog, we're using every 
database design trick we know.' 

Those tricks, wnich give the game its 
distinctive no-fog appearance, were learned 
from programming Infinite Reality Engine 
high-end workstations. The team's 
experiences with that technology lead them 

The environments .re 
Incredibly detailed, .nd 
could set. new stand.reI 
for re.ltlme PC 3D 
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The action takes place 
underwater as well as 
on land, and boasts 
some startJinc models 

The only: cret a ... concemlnc BD""ge Is, 
unsurprisinpy, cam"',. Certainty, with 
such Inspired tedtnolocY at ManCO Grits' 
disposal it would MeIn a shaMe to Imit 
the scope to a hu.bIe shoot 'em up 

to the 3Dfx voodoo chipset, and by extension 
to Intel's open Architecture Arcade Initiative. 
Barrage will be one of the growing number of 
accelerator -only titles when It's released next 
year, joining Emergent SOftware's Powerslide 
in taking advantage of the polygon-pushing 
power of the Voodoo chipset. Unlike Emergent, 
however, the californian company won't be 
uSing the 3Dfx Glide APt Aligning itself with 
id, Mango Grits has opted for Open GL. 

By restricting the game to 3Dfx or similar 
technology, Mango Grits is able to construct a 
complex environment with a high polygon 
count that would slow the action to a snail's 
pace on even a high-end Pentium. As the 
likes of PowerVR begin to catch up - and 
exceed - the capabilities of Voodoo, Barrage 
will actually tailor itself to the increased 
resolution and rendering power by loading in 
more complex mode!s. The high minimum 
specification is proving a problem for 
potential publishers, many of whom don't 

PRESCREEN 

yet see the 3D accelerator market 
approaching the maturity to support 
hardware-only titles. Mango Grits is therefore 
taking the unusual step of publishing Barrage 
Itself, through the Internet 

With the technical aspects taken care of, 
the only question mark. that hangs above the 
prOject is, as ever, gameplay. Pushing the 
technology to its limits is always admirable, 

3DFJI MAKES IT POSSIBLE TO CONSTRUCT A COMPLEX 
ENVIRONMENT WITH A HIGH POLYGON COUNT THAT 

WOULD CRAWl EVEN ON A HIGH-END PENTIUM 
and Edge is hopmg that the Mango Grits 
gang of four can elevate Barrage above the 
crop when It gets a full release next year 
courtesy of a more enlightened publisher. In 
the meantime, interested parties should 
direct their attentions to http://INININ. £ 
mangogms.com Instead. 

Barrage .~.rs to be 
an espedall)' v.rled 
C.me. with a diverse 
selection of locales 

Ifs a little hard to tell from these shots, but BGrrage Is a shoot 'em up. Everythlnc that can be seen can be destroyed. from 
the smallest farm Implement to the tallest build!nc. This reflection technique (flCht) certainly heiptens the atmosphere 

• 
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PARASITE 
RENOWNED fOR ITS RPQ URIlS, SQUARESOIT HIS RECENTlY ITTfMPTfD TO DIVERSIfY 

Squ.n:Soft's t.ke on 
Resident Evil promises 
numerous memorable 
locations and setpleces 

INTO OTHER BENRfS, INCIUIINI THIS 3D IDVENTURE IIMED SQUIRUY IT CIPCDM'S RESIDENT hll 

D t's easy to underestimate the 
Shattering effect Residenr Evil had 
on the vldeogamlng community. 

Prior to its release, many observers doubted 
the title's potential - yet the resulting effect 
was more than just simply financial success; 
capcom's horror yarn instigated a movement 
within the games industry that has since seen 
many a developer announcing its own 
addition to the third-person adventure genre. 

Parasite Eve is sQuareSoft's attempt to 
grab a piece of the action. The game is based 
on a successful novel, later adapted into a 
film that was well received upon release in 
Japan last year. 

Realising the potential in such a title, 
sQuareSoft has decided to convert the story 
into a PlayStation adventure and the project 
is rumoured to be even more ambitiOus than 
Final Fantasy VII. To ensure success in this 
effort, Square has employed the services of 
some of Hollyvvood'S top CGI artists to handle 
the graphical aspect of the game. Steve Gray, 
whose credits include True Lies and Apollo 
13, will be directing, while the art direction 
will be handled by Darnell Williams, a veteran 
of Casper. 

• 

Poraslte Eve will undoubtedly feature as much exploration of the c.me's 
many settings (above) as shootln, coundess dan,erous crutures (left) 

The plot of Parasite Eve will differ 
fundamentally from the mOVIe and is the 
labour of Takashl Tokita, who WOfked on 
RPGs Chrono Trigger and Fmal Fanrasy VII. 
The game is being developed by Square In 
the us but the renowned Hironobu Sakaguchl 
will act as the proJect's executive producer 
Unusually for a Japanese effort, the action 
centres around various different areas of 
New York - though the presence of a young, 
blond-halred detective as the herome isn't 
too far removed from the manga norm. 

The title was present at the recent Tokyo 
Game Show, and drew much attention from 
the public despite only being shown in video 
farm an a screen above sQuareSoft's stand. 
However, judging by the quality of the 
footage, the Japanese RPG master's push into 
the 3D adventure genre could be £ 
something very specia mdeed .. 

The first shots released by Squ.reSoft 
were merely hi-res workstatlon renders. 
In-ga .. e ,raphlcs are less accomplished 

As In Resident Evil. 
interaction with other 
duiraders will be: a 
nec:HMry ,.mln, f.dor 
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GRAND PRIX LEGENDS 
WHILE MOST FORMULA ONE GAMES IRE BASED ON THE PRESENT, FOR ITS lATEST RICING TITlE 

The attention to detail 
extends to drivers 
releasing the steering 
wheel to change gears 

PAPYRUS HIS 100 lEa TO THE PAST IN IN ImMPT TO CAPTURE THE EICITEMENT OF A BYGONE ERI 

T
o many Formula 1 fans, 1967 
represents the end of an era, and 
possibly the most romantic season in 

the sport's 50-year history. It was the last 
year before the cars sprouted wings and the 
sport itself began to transmute into the 
megabuck corporate circus it is today. 

It was also the deadliest period the sport 
has witnessed. The circuits - with their 
narrow, tree-lined surfaces, rapid changes in 
elevation and fast, open bends - were 
extremely hazardous, while a surfeit of grunt 
over grrp made the cars perilously unforgiving 
of driver error. The potential for a powerful 
gaming experience recreating the 
excitement, danger and romance of the time 
is therefore enormous. 

Grand Prix Legends features 11 tracks; 
the design team visited several town halls to 
obtain blueprints for tracks that have since 
vanished or fallen into disrepair. This tireless 
pursuit of realism also applies to the cars' 
handling - even at this stage, anyone applying 
basic racing principles will get an extremely 
satisfactory response from their vehicle, and 
with practice they'll be powersliding 
intuitively round corners on full opposite lock. 

Matt Sentell, project producer, is 
confident that the new physics model will 
supersede anything currently on the market. 
'It's truly 3D all the time,' he says, 'so what 
can happen is that one wheel can leave the 
ground. Most games only distinguish the car 

The realistic physics model means that good 
drivers powenllde round a comer (above 
left), while bad ones do not bother (left) 

being on the traCk, or completely off the 
traCk, instead of true physics being applied.' 

Dave Kaemmer, the force behind all of 
papyrus' racing technology, has spent over a 
year perfecting the physics model. 'We are 
modelling everything,' he says, 'right down to 
gyroscopic torques. So when you jump the 
car, if you turn the steering wheel, it will 
make the thing start to turn, like a real car.' 

papyrus is aiming for 16bit, 640x480 
graphics, with support for 3D accelerator 
cards and eight network players. with a 
realistic minimum of a P90 to run the game, 
Formula 1 fans with older equipment should 
invest in more competitive machinery £ 
before Grand Prix Legends is released. 

All of the cars and drivers that took part in the 1967 season will feature 
In what promises to be an impressively realistic formula 1 simulation 
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WHILE PLAYSTlTlON OWNERS ALRUDY HIVE I DEfINITIVE RPG, Slal HAS YET TO PRODUCE AN EQUIVAlENT. 
THI COMPINY IS HOPING THIT THI SIQUIl TO I SUCCISSFUL MlaA DRIVE SERIES MAY RIDIIM MATTERS, THOUSH 

Players familiar with the Mega Drive originals will immediately notice the 
addition of a third dimension to the proceedings. Sega has given its artists 
free reign to explore the Saturn's colour palette - with excellent results 

Battle scenes have also 
been bolstered thanks 
to polygons and some 
bold lighting effects 

III fler releasing several Shining Force 
I spin -offs (including Shining Wisdom 

and the disappomting Shinmg the 
Holy Ark), on a variety of Its formats, sega 
has finally decided to stop beating about the 
bush. AS a result, later th is year fans of the 
original Mega Drive series will be granted a 
true sequel 

Nearing the end of its two years of 
development, Shining Force 11/ will take place 
within a 3D world but remains faithful to the 
series' roots by retaining the 'flat' combat 
system - the characters will be modelled in 
3D but move along a flat axis, in a similar 
fashion to SquareSoft's battle display in Final 
Fantasy VII. The confrontations will occur in 
realtime, with players employing the usual 
combination of weapons and magic spells. 

Although sega's approach to this sequel 
has been one of cautious evolution, 
newcomers and fans alike will applaud the 
more freeform way in which the plot unfolds. 
Three scenarios - rumoured to have been 
written immediately after the series' second 
insta lment - will be offered, with three stories 
in each. The stories are tightly integrated, so 
that a player's actions in one will not onl'y' 
influence the proceedings of that particular 
episode, but also the others that follow. This 
promises to add a compelling extra 
dimension to the already-strong narrative for 
which the series is renowned. 

The quality of the graphics, especially in 
textures, is thoroughly impressive. The town 
sections (where players do the usual building-

ta-building search for food, weapons and 
other useful artefacts while prodding the 
locals for information) are enlivened by an 
imagmative approach to colour and design, 
and $aturn diehards will also appreciate the 
loving attention paid to special effects, which 
see everything, from magic spells to weather 
effects professionally executed. 

Shining Force /11 is looking promising, and 
looks set to give Japanese Saturn owners a 
compelling excuse not to venture £ 
outside this Winter. 

As with most RPGs, a degree of roaming about and suburban ferreting 
is necessary. The rich locations offer a decent level of scenery variety 
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VIRTUAL EN 
THI N64 HIS NOT YIT IDGID IHIID Of ITS 32BIT RIValS OUTSIDI NINJlNDO'S TRIDITIONAI 

ARias Of I.PIRTlSI; CULTURI BRAIN'S BUT 'IM UP MAY BI JUST WHaT THI WORLD IS WAITING fOR 

The nonnal mode restores the fighters correct proportions and also takes its flchting more seriously. The N64 version Is understandably more graphically 
advanced than Its PI4IyStation equivalent. and the promise of analope control must cfve this a chance of becoming the leading beat ' em up on the N64 

"",~" ~"::;,,,--;.; .,. ' 
-., . 
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The SD mode. with its 
amusing polygons and 
easier lameplay. Is 
aimed at beginners 

T
he beat 'em up has proved a 
particular thOrn in the N64's side; it 
still hasn't managed to establish 

superiority over its competitors in this genre. 
Every 64bit fighting offering so far has been 
at best average, and as such has 
understandably failed to drag Saturn and 
PlayStation owners away from the likes of 
Virtua Fighter 2 and Tekken 2. 

Virtual Hiryu no Ken is based on the 
PlayStation game of the same name and as 
such will feature two fighting modes: a 
normal and a super~deformed option. Both 
offer 20 levels, enabling players to 
progressively improve their combat skills, but 
the super-deformed mode features visually 
amusing characters and is therefore aimed 
primarily at a younger audience. 

Rather than forcing players simply to 
battle their way to the top, developer Culture 
Brain has allowed them to collect items along 
the way. These can be put to great use during 
special attacks, increasing the deadliness of 
the assault. In total. more than 150 items can 
be acquired, and they can be bought or sold 
in shOps as well as exchanged with another 
player via the joypad's memory pack. 
Although this is merely a simple trading game 
within the main program, it does add an extra 
strategic dimension to the game. 

In super -deformed mode, special attacks 
can be performed at any time, with a gauge 
keeping track of the number of these attacks 
used. When the gauge reaches its maximum, 
players can either perform a new special 
attack or obtain a new item. The normal 
mode is different in that it offers three 

• 

gauges: a health bar, a combo gauge similar 
to the SD game, and a third bar displaying the 
time allocated to use the special attacks, 
which in this mode cannot be deployed 
according to a player's wishes. 

Initially, ten characters can be chosen in 
both modes, with hidden fighters appearing 
later on in the game. In addition to the main 
combat sections there are versus, survival, 
practice, team battle, circuit, and tournament 
modes. In the latter, players face eight 
characters in a row whereas the circuit mode 
is an individual battle against computer
controlled opponents. 

As a result of Culture Brain's experience, 
Virtual Hiryu no Ken is a fighting game 
accessible to both beginners and veterans of 
the genre. Whether its use of the analogue 
control will make it a more accurate and, 
ultimately, more enjoyable experience than 
its 32bit cousin - and capable of taking on 
that market's undisputed champions - £ 
only the future will tell. 

The more fol'Jlving SD lame rewards the execution of spedal atbcks 
with points. which can be exchanged for items at the end of the bouts 
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DARK PROJECT 
LOOIING GllSS TECHNOIOGIIS IS SIT TO TRANSCEND ITS REPUTATION FOR DEMANDING TOO MUCH OF 

The crisp hi-res visuals 
will be aided and 
abetted by the latest 
JD accelerator cards 

THE PC'S GRAPHICAL ABIlITIES WITH A TITlE THAT PROMISIS IMMERSION AND INTElLIGENCE AS ITS SELliNG POINT 

T
he last time Edge looked at The Dark 
Project (E43), it was a shell of a game 
- Intriguing, faSCinating even, but a 

shell nevertheless. How could a medieval
inspired first-person adventure form its own 
identity in the wake of Quake? The answer, 
said looking Glass, would be in the game's 
totally immersive environment - its reahsm, 
its intelligence, its revolutionary 'Act and 
React' technology which bestows real world 
physics on game objects. Although it is still 
too early to confirm the validity of these 
assertions, new material revealed at ECTS 
hints at a far from run-of-the-mill title. 

The plot is certainly shaping up nicely. 
The player takes on the role of a thief in a 
mythical city where fourteenth century 
architecture merges with nineteenth century 
technology. It'S a world of shadows and 
darkness, intermittently lit to create a sinister 
atmosphere - helped no end by beautiful 
light-mapping. Character design is equally 
Impressive; looking Glass has boasted about 
its detailed skin polygon meshes and state
of-the-art motion capture, and both seem to 
have added an eerie reality to the characters. 

looking Glass is keen to make significant 
advances in the gameplay area, too. There 
are 20 missions to sneak through, some of 
which require the robber to abseil down walls 
and dive beneath aqueducts. At other points 
the player must listen to enemy soldiers 
talking with each other; in this way it is 
possible to worl< out their plans and 
formulate ambushes - a fascinating touch. 

With all the elements coming together as 
planned, looking Glass lool<s to have an 
interesting contender. Quake 2 and Unreal 
are lil<ely to set the tone for graphics next 
year but this title, if it lives up to 

• 

Although TIle Dark ProJed bears many resemblances to Quake. Looklnl 
Class remains adamant the game boasts many gameplay Innovations 

expectations, is capable of leapfrogging both 
by sheer virtue of its innovative gameplay 
ideas. Time will tell. however, if garners really 
do want their first-person shooters to £ 
have brains as well as brawn. 

The game offers an abnospherlc ranle of shadowy 
environments which boast dramatic lighting effects 

• I 
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KONG RACING 
IN A TYPICAL NINTENDO MOVE, THI JaPINISI VIDIOBAMIS COLOSSUS HAS RIIIAIID A SUPER-SICRET 

RARI-DIVElOPID TITlI WHICH HOLDS THI POTENTlll TO RIVOIUTIONISI THI RlelNB BlMI BINRI 

• 
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The most obvious new element in Dlddy Kong Radng Is the abil~ to race either in a kart 
(above). a hovercraft (top rieht). or an aeroplane (ript). with obvIOus handlln, differences 

T
he videogaming world may be full of surpnses, but 
only Nlntendo would suddenly announce a major title 
just three months Prior to Its release. prevIously 

swathed in secrecy, Diddy Kong Racmg is one such title. It has 
been in development at Rare for the best part of two years, 
and will now be Nintendo's major N64 Christmas release 
(Banjo-Kazooie has been delayed until March 1998, while 
Legend of le/da 64 is now expected in the Spring). 

So far, with titles such as B/ast Corps and the astounding 
GoldenEye, Rare has brought und sputed quality to the N64'S 
limited software range, and currently seems like the only 
developer other than Nintendo able to get the best out of the 
diminutive 64bit machine. So it was with a substantial amount 
of anticipation that Edge visited the company's HQ, situated 
In a peaceful village amidst Warwickshire's countryside, to 
view its latest offering. 

Anyone unaware of Rare's pedigree would find a stroll 
through the firm's corridors brutally enlightening - framed 
promotiOnal prints of its extensive and illustrious back 
cata logue adorn every possible wall space. Indeed, the room 

PRE SCREEN 

where Diddy Kong Racing IS demonstrated is decorated with 
countless poster-sized magazine covers featuring past Rare
developed products, including Edge's Killer Instinct image 
from the cover of issue 12. The atmosphere IS therefore 
appropriate as an N64 and a large-screen television at one 
end of an otherwise-cleared conference-style table are 
SWitched on, and the intra sequence kickS off. 

The quality of presentation throughout the game is first 
Class, easily equalling anything that has emerged from NCL, 
with strong character design and humorous touches. 
Obser1"ers who like to categorise games into some kind of 
easily definable genres might be tempted to draw 
comparisons with Mario Kart 64 even before the game begins, 
yet according to Lee schuneman, the game's director, this 

In the adventure mode. races featuring different vehldes occur at several stages. with players forced to apply all of their 
racing skills. Four views are available for each of the three modes of transport - far out. out. close. and standard (right) 

• 
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Bump Into "TT aAd he'll open up the time bial mode, which 
can be used to practice on any of the Hventure option tracks 

.... would be a miStake, and he's Quick to point out the game's 
unique Qualities. 

'D/ddy Kong Racing is a -racing adventure". Its whole 
concept is completely different to Mano Kart. people may 
initially view it as being similar to Mano Kart, but If you play 
the game for a few minutes, you'll discover how the 
adventure is interwoven with the racing. 

'The inspiration for OKR came from the desire to create 
something new and original in the racing genre ... We knew 
from the start that we had to create something very different 
in order for this game to stand out.' 

Two modes therefore exist: Adventure and Racing The 
latter is a simple, straight-up racing affair allowing up to four 
players to compete against each other using any means 
necessary. Indeed, power-ups and weapons feature heavily In 
both modes, with players needing to collect bananas to 
increase their speed. A further five advantageous components 
- turbos, magnets, shields, oil sticks and missiles - also play a 
part. These are dotted around the courses in the form of 
coloured balloons, and collecting two or three of a kind will 
increase the weapon's power. Bursting two red balloons in a 
row, for instance, will turn standard missiles into heat-seeking 
deVices, while three balloons Will allow players to fire off ten 
rockets against their opponents. 

While the concept of the multiplayer option might not 
sound revolutionary, It'S the one or twoplayer co-operative 
mode that sets D/ddy Kong Racing apart, shattering cyniCS' 
assumptions that this a simple attempt at recreating merely a 
Slightly different take on Mario Kart 64. The most immediate 
difference is the pOSSibility to race in a variety of vehicles. 
After chOOSing one of the eight mitially selectable characters, 
including BanjO the bear, Conker the squirrel, and of course 
Diddy Kong (who made his first appearance in Donkey Kong 
country on the SNES in 1994), players begin racing in standard 
karts, but aeroplanes and hovercrafts become available at 
different stages as the game progresses. Each of the vehicles 
handles differently and therefore a different style must be 
adopted for each of the races, but their control is intuitive, 
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Tbe Genie wanders around the game's central.rea and helf.s out plalers by occasionally 
challenaln, them to a race and offering a seaet golden bal oon shou d they beat him 

and competent players will soon be powersliding their way 
round corners on two wheels, performing loops in the sky, 
and hovering their way to the finish line with relative ease. 

The other aspect that soon becomes apparent is the fact 
that wmnlng an of the four races on the four worlds isn't the 
game's only obJective, merely OKR's first task. The game 
boasts a depth hitherto unseen in a racing title, hence 
Schuneman's earlier reluctance to describe it as such. 
Completing a world's four tracks opens up a new track where 
players face a boss. If beaten, the boss will issue a new 
challenge - to cOllect all of the eight silver coins now found on 
each of the courses, before meeting him again to get a piece 
of an amulet Accumulating all of the amulet pieces will allow 
players to face WhIZPIg, the final boss 

Md yet this is only half of the game, for after the end 
sequence, players must engage in trophy tournaments (four 
races In each of the worlds) in order to win the gOld trophy. 
Also, a further world opens up towards the end of the game 

THE 0 OR SETS DIDDY KONG 
RACING APART. SHATTERING CYNICS' ASSUMP110NS THAT THIS 

MERRY A KART 64 
and hidden In one of the tournament tracks is a key that 
allows access to the world's battle level. These can take a 
variety of forms, ranging from straightforward battles to 
whiZZing around an arena in the plane, picking up an egg from 
a huge central nest and bringing it back to the character's 
base while staving off the CPU opponents. 

Initially, Dlddy Kong Racing will feature eight charaders for players to choose from. all displaying the kind of stron, desl,n quality usually assodated 
with Nmtendo titles. Three of the charaders - Diddy. Banjo. and Conquer - feature In some of Rare's other recent games. while the other five are ori,inal 

• 
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Regardless of the mode of transport. there are always weapon balloons scattered around 
the track which must be burst before deploying their contenb on unsuspedlnc rivals 

'N 

And this opposition is relentless, displaying anything but 
stupidity. As the player progresses, they too improve, taking 
many of the different routes and shortcuts featured in every 
track. It's one of the aspects of the game that Schuneman is 
deservedly proud oL 'The racing AI in DKR is extremely 
advanced - your opponents react to their surroundings and 
each other's performance. They Will burst weapon balloons, 

lARGE COLD 

ABH 
TEXTURm AND DYNAMICAllY ANIMATED CHARACTERS BEEN 

to 

Predictably, the game's 
replay mode continues 
the quality found In all 
the other areas of DKR 

they'll upgrade their weapons, they'll take varying racing lines 
[and) do everything possible to create the best race poSSible.' 

Visually, Diddy Kong Racing looks excellent, with a wide 
range of beautifully textured environments whose quality is 
reminiscent of super Mano 64 and Rare's other N64 game, 
Banjo-Kazooie. This is possible through what Rare terms 
'Realt ime Dynamic AnimatIOn' technology 

'Never before have so many large, colourful and highly 
textured characters, each of them environment mapped and 
dynamically animated, been able to run loose through the 
game world, while maintaining a high frame rate - 3Ofps: 

• 
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Two players are able to race through the adventure mode 
in a co-operative fashion (top). A further multiplayer 
option allows four players to compete ae.lnst each other 

enthuses Schuneman. 'Using this technOlOgy we're able to 
create huge worlds with horizons that stretch far into the 
distance without resorting to fogging.' 

Another benefit of this technology is Its suite of advanced 
editing tools which guarantee every element of the game is 
within easy reach of each team member at all times, allowing 
them to concentrate on the other aspects of the game. With 
DKR, Rare feels It has achieved all it could be asked to pull out 
of the hardware, given its current level of software 
development. Schuneman remains optimistic about the 
future, though. 'you can guarantee that we'll push the 
console a little bit more With each game: he says confidently. 
'We still feel there's a lot more to be seen from the N64 - it's 
still In its infancy.' 

Nintendo of Japan is reported to be extremely enthusiastic 
about Diddy Kong Racmg's potential as its next potential 
blockbuster, and the Kyoto-based videogame giant is 
reinforcing the message in the US With a $10 million 
advertising campaign - the highest ever for an N64 game
and an unprecedented one million copies of the game are 
expected to be in the nation's stores for the first day of £ 
its release. It looks set to draw a lot of takers .. 
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How to sell the 'second best' • • • 

Edge spoke to Jo.Bladen, 
S~ga's UK market+ng 
d1r~ctQr (replac1ng Andy 
M~e), 1n order to Iearn 
the ~or~orate V1ew of the 
mach1ne s prospects 

Edg e: The Satu rn is re gard e d by many as a machine for the 
'enthus ia st' , Is Sega happy with thi s label? 
JB: Yes, the Saturn has evolved into a real 'ga rn ers' machine. 
The Saturn owner wants more fro m his console with in-depth, 
quality ro le-playing games and quality arcade conversions. 
Gameplay is the most important fe ature, as it shou ld be for any 
game. This will be our unique se l ling point; 100% quality 
gameplay is what we provide. The softwa re to hardware rat io of 
4:1 indicates that our owners buy more software than any other 
console - only when titles are consistently of a high quality can 
a company maintain this kind of st rong ratio. However, as the 
console is now at the competitive price of £99.99, with a great 
library of softwa re priced fro m £19.99, it makes it an idea l 
present and gives wider appeal for the Christmas market. 
Edge: Who will Sega be aiming at with its Christmas 
marketing ? will it be to a broad spectrum of potenti al 
bu ye rs, or will you concentrate specifically on the real 
vid e ogame enthusiasts? 
J8 : The Christmas marketing campaign wi ll be targeted at core 
games users and potential new entrants to the market. Sega 
has the strongest console line-up fo r this quarter and easily the 
best-value console price. The market will divide into the more 
mainstream titles such as Sonic, worldwide Soccer and Touring 
Car and the targeted co re garners with Duke Nukem and Quake 
- each one very strong in its own market. 

Therefore we will buy space on television to reach the mass 
market with football and motor racing and procede from there 
to key targeted gamers' programmes such as The Simpsons and 

the X-Files. Support adverts in the nat iona l press wil l 
communicate the key line-up message and cont inue to build 
the brand. In the wide r picture we're also associating the b rand 
with key foo tbal l matc hes a nd moto r spo rt eve nts to reac h not 
only the loyal Sega consumer but pote nt ial new en trants to the 
market through parental gift purchase. We'll be ta rgetti ng the 
younger user with the strength of the Sonic cha ract er. 
Edge: How many Saturns have been sold in the UK to date? 
J8 : Approximately 450,000. 
Edge: How many Saturns does Sega expect to sell this 
Christmas? 
J8 : This is currently being reviewed, as sales have inc reased 
over the past few weeks. 
Edge: Edge has noticed a surprisingly high quantity of dual 
PlayStation/ Saturn ownership - that people buy a 
PlayStation for the Psygnos is/ Namco/ thirdparty games and a 
Saturn fo r the Sega ti tles . Many. in fact . express the Saturn 
as their preferred format . How does Sega regard this? Would 
you say this confirms the Saturn ' s position as a machine for 
the videogaming enthusiast? 
J8 : Our interna l research and database information shows this 
trend is increasing. There are many peop le now tha t own both 
machines, mainly as the low p rice poin ts mean tha t if you wa nt 
to play exclusive Sega games then £99.99 fo r th e co nso le is a 
low barrier to entry. The Playstation is we ll -hype d, but once 
peop le have played on the Saturn and seen ce rt ain games 
available for it, you'll find it hard to say one machine is better 
than the other. Many garners still mai nt ai n that Sega Rally is 
the best game ever - we'll not dispute that! 

Sega's games have a rich heritage and when ti tles like 
Crash Bandicoot are dead and buried, peop le will still be 
playing Sego Rally all over Europe. If we can maintain th is 
strength and quality of game play, Sega an d its conso les wi ll 
continue se ll ing. 
Edge: Do you think th e current speculation concerning 
Sega 's next hardware launch is harming the Saturn? Isn ' t 
there a danger that th is could sca re off potential buyers? 
J8 : Me re speculation, that's all it is. Why sbould the consumer 
be aware or put off by t his? The price an d position of the 
Satu rn for this Christ mas will ensu re tha t any speculati o n does 
not affect sales. The Satu rn is at a mass-ma rket pric e - the 
speculation is main ly coming throug h the Internet an d busi ness 
sources, and the average consumer will not necessa ri ly have 
access to this information. Remembe r tha t Sega itse lf has made 
no announcements whatsoever othe r th an to str ess its 
commitment to the Saturn. It's a great va lue 32bit co nso le wit h 
a strong library of titles for all ages, tastes and ga ming abili ty. 
Edge: Pres umably there are no plans for another drop in the 
Saturn ' s retail price ... 
J8 ; The Sa t urn is already at a very goo d and com peti ti ve pr ice 
for Christmas. There will be some ve ry strong bundles out at 
retai l which will help to make this a ve ry good year fo r the 
Saturn and ensure we maintain the nu m be r two position in the 
UK console market. Having such a strong range of q ua lity 
games priced fr om £19.99 wi ll provide co nsum e rs with a st rong 
incentive to purchase. 
Edge : How would you sum up the Saturn and Sega today? 
J8 : The Saturn has a strong place in the videoga me ma rket -
being number two in the ma rket and making profit in a 
financia l year is something to shout ab o ut in most ind ustri es. 
Sega is proud to sell quality software and will con t inue to 
support the Saturn throughout 1998 wit h a strong li ne-up. 

Sega was number one in the market wit h the Mega 
Drive and it will be again in the futu re - there is no 
doubt about that. 
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A .. ,OF MINDS 

t the end of the second day 
ot_yoor',ECTS, Id •• 
gathered together six of 

vldeogamlng's leading luminaries, sat 
them around a table In the show's 
'premler club Iou,...·. and Invited 
them to share their vtews on the 
state of the industry. 

The attendees. (from Wt to right 
In photograph) .rott • ....., 01 
Westwood Studios, DaR ,." of 
Shiny Entertainment, ,..., 
Molyneux of newly formtd LtonI..cI 
studios, MD of Core Deslan J...., 
Imlth. DMA Design chief DtlvtcI 
..... and Elite creator Dlyld 

were happy to mull over 
iIIiII"""'1CtI 01_1 ha. become 

~d·. most Vlluable -
___ who like pert In 

tt - ental tlklment mediums. 
The Interview wasn't exactly the 

easiest Id .. tlas ever conducted 
(what with the constant threat of 
being ejected from Olympia, ECTS's 
venue, as the words kept coming and 
the clock kept ticking), but this 
meeting of minds was a landmark In 
the magazine's history. Id .. hopes 
It proves enlightening rlldlne. 

orlllnallty: a lost cau •• ? 
Edll: Look und tOday, 
the amoum 5 a me too' 
t 

...,... lllben: The risk factor seems 
to drive certain companies more than 
others, A return on the Investment 
and balancing the spread.heet Is 
seen as more Important than 
gameplay. If you're trying to sell a 
game to a publisher, the first thing 
they ask is. 'What's It like? What 
other game Is it similar to? Is It like 
Comm8nd & conquer?' And you flnd 
yourself being subtly driven down 8 
cenaln route. That's why we've lOt 
68 million C&C clones. 
Edl': So what do you sel es being 
the solution? 
DIIvI ,-rry: We're gettlns around It 
at Shiny by just making something 
different - JUst dOing It. At the 
moment, everyone's scratching their 
heads trying to figure out what to do 
next. We're dOing a model helicopter 
simulator. It'S never been done 
before, and the people that have 
played It go on for hours - they love 
It. But the problem Is convincing a 
publisher that It's viable, because it 
looks nothing like Tomb "-Ider. 
Peter Motrneux: You can't blame 
the marketing people, though. 
DeVelopers just have to be less lazy -
they have to go out and get the press ... 
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4 excited about an idea. Then the 
marketing people can see it's viable 
and that people are really Interested 
You really can't expect anybody 
who's seen the tremendous figures of 
Command & Conquer and Tomb 
RaIder to take any other attitude. We 
can produce original games, and we 
wlfl produce original games. 
Edge: perhap:: the a;i ,N. h 
shrink: tn"3 re$ou~ .. es_ "e S:n III 
"','JC~ '1at would take tt'l-e II('o3r c 
pr!'" ",-off 
DP: We're reducing the risk with Fly 
By Wire by having a two-man team. 

We' re taking the gamble. We've ~een 
In all ttlese arguments with 
programmers who say we're all lazy 
and don't t ry to make new genres. 
and what do they go and do? They go 
and make another Quake clone. So 
we're takmg a risk with this game, 
but we 've tried to cut down on the 
riSk by having two people make the 
game. If it looks like It'S going to be a 
hit. and the press are ell leaping up 
and down, then we'll hire the rest of 
the people needed to get it finished 
and polished. 
Edle: Bfn~, h.w ':r, you fee: ~bout 
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Westwood havmg made Command & 
conquer Just about the most copied 
game around, 
Brltt Splrry: You were ask.lng the 
Question earller: how do we get 
around It? And the real challenge for 
the development community Is to 
look at the established genres and try 
to figure out how to take the next 
step. Command & Conquer was borne 
of a perceived gap In the market
that started with Dune 2, actually, 
and the premise was, well, strategy 
games are fun , but that fun Is rarely 
realised, so what can we do? And 
that's difficult. I don't know what the 
initial motivation was to create 
populous , but It was probably borne 
of that same theory. It' s a very 
diffiCult th ing to do. 
Edll: What about originality and 
sequels? Jeremy - Core Is currently 
finishing Tomb Raider 2, but It 
doesn't look like It'll be much 
different from the original .• , 
Jeremy Smith: The success of Tomb 
RaIder means that people want more. 
Tomb Raider 2 Is 50 per cent again. 
The engine Is 50 per cent new, with 
dynamic lighting and outside areas. 
We felt that advancing the engine 
was Justifiable. The problem now Is 
the question of Tomb Raider 3. We 
don't really know where else we can 
take it. in Its current form. 
Ed,l: But do you want to do it' 
JS: well, the demand Is there . The 
consumers want it. If tney didn't, 
then they wouldn't have bought 
three-and-a-half million copies of the 
game. The question is, where do you 
stop? We currently haove a couple of 
guys bea .... ering away on a product for 
a younger demographic. The market 
IS there for 7-1 2 year aids, but 
!lo-one is addressing It other than 
Nmtendo. YOU take that game to the 
board of directors, though, and they 
J.Jst look at you. But that market has 
to come. 
Ed,.: How would a board of 
::-8ctors react to a game like, say, 
';rand Theft AUlO, then? 
Davld Jonll: But that game was 
done out of passion. Every tIme we 
sit down and say we want to wrIte 
something, we have to convince 
ourselves It's dIfferent. It was a hard 
slog to get publishers to accept that. 
The game also took a long time, and 
not that many people are willing to 
commit that length of time to a 
product. OrigInality takes tIme. We 
can write something In 18 months, 
but personally I want another 18 
months on top of that to make it 
original, to put all the stuff in that I 
want. You try getting anyone to 
approve a three-year tlmescale -
most publishers would have a fitl 
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PM: Oh, don't say three years. 
[Laughter all round! 
DJ : We need time. Speak to most 
developers and publishers and they'll 
tell you 18 months Is the average. I 
think Its terrible to force that on 
people. You can't just create 8 bigger 
team. In fact. you're better off with 
small teams - say, three or four guys 
for three years. 
Edle: But doesn't that kind of 
extended timescale leave you open 
to technolOgy Issues? The PC market. 
for example, seemlJ to be In constant 
flux at the moment. Who knows what 
graphics card you' ll be wl,ting to In 
three years time? 
DJ: That is a problem. and I'm 
personally looking forward to a bit 
more stability in technOlogy so that 
we don't have to worry about that. 
We presented GTA two·and·a·half 
years ago, and we could've done that 
game in 3D, but it wouldn't have 
been the same. In fact I remember 
the publisher, halfway through the 
cycle, saying, Could you switch that 
to 301 And we said no, because you 
can't just do that. It becomes 
something different 
Edge: . ~ there a com'llOfl 
denomlnatur to be found In the way 

that games lIk.e Command and 
Conquer. PopulOus, or Tomb Raider 
ere created? Tns 'orlglnality reCipe'? 
PM: The common denominator, I 
would guess, Is passion. Everyone 
says, Well, whY aren't games better -
wny aren't there more really good 
games? And I think that the answer 15 
that what thiS Industry doesn't dO, 
amazingly, Is play the games that it 
makes. We create I lame. we ask the 
teams to work all the hours God 
sends, and we don't give them time 
to play the game, That's really what 
mal::es the difference - sitting down 
and playing for hours and hours and 
hours. I know that happened with 
Quake, and I know that It happens 
with Japanese games and It happens 
with my own games Unless you've 
got the time to play It, you can't 
figure out those little touches that 
make a game special. LIke Brett said, 
you can look at established genres 
and see things people aren't 
lOOking at now, rather than writing 
down, 'I'm going to do an onginal 
game tod8Y, and it'S going to have 
these elements' 

Laying the blame 
Edle: So where does the blame fall' 

IS it with producers, who actuJliy 
frown upon people stmply plaYing 
their games Instead of codmg them, 
on a daHy baSIS? 
PM: I heard an Interesting story the 
other day about that kind of thlna. 
There was an American JournaliSt. I 
think, who was questlonlnl John 
Romero's role in the development of 
Quake, and he said that all John 
Romero did all day was play 
death match. You don't have to sIt 
down at a keyboard these days and 
be responsible for all the coding and 
the graphics. What you do need Is the 
guts and the tenacity and the 
wJllpower to turn something boring 
Into something very interesting and 
motivating - and that realty takes a 
lot of willpower. 
01: The point about the passion 
thing Is that you have to be creat ing 
the game for yourself, not for some 
Imeslnary market. It has to be 
something you would want to play. 
There's something about seeing 
everything planned out on a schedule 
for a game that really kills it. 
Schedules that say how many days 
you're going to work on this shape, 
and how many days you're gOing to 
work on this effect - it stifles .. 
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• creativity. The way that we're trymg 
to go is to develop the game to a 
showable state and then talk to 
;,ublishers and marketing people, 
Then you have the completion period, 
which Is scheduled, But the problem I 
was trying to get at earlier Is that it'S 
very hard for a new developer to 
come In on the scene and produce 
something that can compete with 
things that have had a whole load of 
speculative development Dave's 
helicopter game, for example; he has 
the luxury of time and money to kick 
that idea around for a while and see 
where it goes. 
Ed,e: Are developers restricted by 
technology as mue" as tiley 8f'S 

freed by In 
BS: It'S very, very easy to be 
seduced by the technology Jnd forget 
some of the fundamentals. We see It 
time and time again, In our own 
studioS you alwa 5 l1ave a couple of 
programmers who think. Hey, this is 
great ~ 30fx, let's go for It! vou Mve 
to aSk, Is the game In here, or is thIs 
Just self·indulg~nce? 
Edle: [Neryo.,e seems to agree tf':lt 
the wnola 8(:c<;!ierator c~rd '!.,.clt.' ,Ion 
has 1eiped the PC enormously, but If 
It '1as, :hen why are ;leople still 

bem .... lf i:' etatk :"ga-e;itl' 
PM: I th 1k 'loe reasol'l is !ha the 
world is 21 very different plac~now, 
and wr.at we're t..alk.;~g about here 
are OPgl"i31 games, ;...arger COlTlpanieS 
aren't so g001 at that T"e ot~er 
reason IS that ,1'5 easier to get away 
with flashy stuff. I don't know if 
there's. aT"iY' truth In thiS, but If you 
look back :wer the development cycle 
of games over the last ten to 15 
years, I reckon that about the 'same 
amount of time is being spent now on 
gamepiay as was spent originally. 
Back in the days of the Commodore 
64, to make a game special, you had 
to concentrate on the gameplay 
:>ecause the graphics were shlt and 
t.he hJrdware wasn't up to much, so 
you really had to have gameplay for It 
~o stand out Now you don't have to 
do that. You can be much more lazy 
ebout It now that the 3D accelerators 
8re arOJnd 
JS: But that teChnology just exposes 
;:rap games. 
DB: I've seen a lot of games I think 
iOOk very good, but play very badly, I 
can name some If you want. 
JS: But so many bad games are just 
hyped, With a great licence, and sell 
so many units, which is why this 
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buSiness can be so difficult to figure 
oul look at the last FIFA game, for 
mstance, released at Christmas. It's 
'granny money' that buys it - not the 
guy thet reads magaZines, because 
tile magazines said 'don't buy It' 

Sex and adult games 
Edge: (an the m!uket '.)e educated? 
JS: I'm not sure they want educating. 
The trouble Is that they want sex, 
they want Lara Croft on the front. 
They don't want wizards and thieves 
and they don't want 8 helicopter, 
because that's dull. As a developer, 
you gel a thousand Questions that 
!!ay, Well, what's the inspiration 
behind Lara Croft, and why are her 
tits so big? well, tne game's great. 
Ignore her, aM play the game. If 
YUu'd I'lave put ,~ guy In that game 
ln~ tC:l;d, It would Hill have been a 
great game. but ""ould t have sold as 
many, and been as pOPUlar with the 
media? No, probably not. 
Edle: SJ.'O :JreaAts sell gare;. as 
we I 8'; 1rWSjnrj)ft/· now r 
DP; We have a pro·,tjtute character in 
Messiah. It'S ttle first game where 
you get to kill "'ookers, There have 
been girls in games for a long time, 
but Lara set the breast size to 'large' 

I 
( 
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..... !hI! chanpd IYIfYIIihiI. TIll 
technololY Is there now to RIIke • 
WOIIiIn IDOlt like • WOiIiIn - ..... hel, 
versus short hair. 
Idle: Does the n stry need to 
cater for whit hi supposed 
become. more • market. and 
look more towards lames that d 
feature super cute characters and 
flowers with smlley faces? 
U: I don't think that's I deciIton 
thlllUldes apme's deYelopmonl. If 
an Ide. hlppens to target a youftllll' 
audience then that's fine. If ft·s 
lQund .nd ent.rtllnl .... _I till 
Importont thI .... but I don't !hlnk 
wo're consciously 0' ... rtty IfYhilIO 
mak.pmn thIIlppeallO 11-yoor
oIds or 25-year -olds per 11. 
DP: we',. allpttln.oIder, t!iouIh 
As I .... p wo're _ns older ItId 
thIIln lllal! Is cIiI .... n. my .
...... 1. I'd nnd ft very hlrd 10 do I 

'Ill 'Ciliaay' styto ...... -.' 
IDOlt I! !hI ... mora IIrIousIy I .... 
played III tna Doom pmlS and 
VI .... ' others. VIoIenco .... 
hlppened, se. hIS hlppenocI TIll 
Industry Is definitely ChlnstnI.nd 
that has changed us. In maldns the 
...... .... want 10 pley, InevttaIiIy tno 
pmo. ore becomlns more_ 
and .... rd thin they _ 10 Do I 
don't thInIc.WI. bid tIiJnI. but I !hfnk 

oumpIe. Wl!l!fM_ ..... 
.... ndlnllIICNc, tt .. .,.-y 
help 10 ...... ~oftlll 
PIIYS_" M till _nt. till 
.... , ...... 01l'1li .. 1112 i_1I 
21,.ndllill'tIGII'I __ 

'CUIHy' 

.... 
more .. "to ...... 
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_:I ~ 
_tno PM: f don't :ft~====:1 ___ Jii 

_La". sr:.~:::~~:~~ _butl! 
ctIjI, you probably 
excItId. tookld around for 
Md then moved on. I don't mow tr 
_ .... to PlY more attantlon to 

--....,Just .. _Ill. 
IN: II'IICIIiIItI' I .... ., IOQd 
_,1Il10101 III _10 .. out of_ 
..,If fldna._"" ........ 
IIIIIra _ wo SIIrtecI-Jotna 
_ IIntendo, WO'd alwoys dona 
_ !hI! wo wentICf to In thI 
AmIp and PC meRIt . 
.... " Silicon valley I . pretty 

may' Iftl. 

thII ~~~~~~~-~-~.fn:-~~~~~~~ end allhl 
fnto !he 

Dr.yllh'~i;:;~;~~::: --. .... U 

~= llian they used 10 h .... 
much In the way of Mafia c:::r 
there's 1 lot of death and ~ 
JI: ThIr'I'S not a lot of choice 
you..., _, unf ... they 80 till 
Nintando _. croc 11 • good 

CONTINUED ~ 75 
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.. lOb Wa shouldn't Ic1d our .. l .... Th. 
whOle thl ... about pmeplay Is_It 
I1 not easy, ,nd tt's not • nMural 
thing. I can sit six proarammers doWn 
and say. 'Give me • car pttyllca 
engine,' anCl five of them wUl be 

,ctually wantl is the vtolanc:t If you 
had ... Kmend pt 
Msrlo to flU out of his kart and you 
could run over him thin ktdI would 
be trying to do that I the time ThIt 
would be the best part of the..".. 
for them. LUCkily. N ntendo SlY. No. 
that's not going to happMI But the 
reality Is that, as a gamer d drive 
oyer Mario if I could 
PM: And reverse back over h m 
IlI"r all round] 
DP: There you gO! Peter's just tIDn 
It to the next level, right there 
WheneVer you create somethlnll Ice 
that. 11 we have in MDK with the 
sniper modi If you live people tne 
Choke of IhootInllOmeone 

on their body, ¥8BU' the _re !hay /UII throw I 
and tilt thln8 _, 

ThO only paapIe thIt 
thlt Is UI- by 
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..... 1 concern. But today .. realistic 

... If', they stili have a IOI't of 
CIrtoop ...,act that you cln t take 
too -.!y. You do bllln 10 
...,.... the future, though, and there 

~i~;;;~;:!~~;~_wttI come I time when we do brush 
; that, Ind perhaps It 'NUl 

concern, But you 
the example set by 

_ on __ , tt mIIhI bI 
_to .. __ ... people 

n I... on IIIOtber IYs I 
_ .~thl",8u~a • 
• ____ and. people who 

~ _Ill thot'l fun, thet will 
"'- lit • ~ch end •• ettln,ar.a to 
........ YoU _ 10_ whether 
or not VIllI .... to lit soclally 
... ""' ....... «IVIR WhIthIr that 

art. FOr IOIn8 of us, 
~.II.rt,.trll not I 

trllOC lily 
aa... t rlllly enter 

mo .. ~, "" bookS and see that there 
those people who Ire 

explore the taboo. 
rully catch on? Was '* ....... _Io ... ld watch 

":~::,~ tholr homoa? socially 
UI bthlVlour Is something 

Del .... wllIllMys be 
1ttnI+<, to 

some pretty spooky 
Lara from people 

the Rame. Tnere are 
BOI'ne lotranBe people out there. 

lour next pme 
can Imqlne the lettars 

thlt ~~'''' .1IIi .... 
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things away Is by far the easiest 
thing to program. 
as: Maybe people are Inherently 
attracted to conflict and drama. That 
seems to be at the core: conflict and 
drama. A lot of people don't want to 
walk around a world and plant seeds. 
It's fun to see things blow up, and 
It's exciting to get into a Jump jet 
and see It take off. It's an exciting 
moment, a thrill. 
DB: What I prefer is the much more 
detailed, rich world where that's a 
factor and there are other ways 
around a problem. I like the sort of 
game that you can go back to and try 
different solutions to the same 
problem. As for Peter's pOint, about 
reversing over Marlo, It seems to me 
there are two ways that you could do 
it. You could have Marlo with tyre 
tracks over him - a cartoon-flat Mario 
that Just pops back: Into shape, or you 
can have his Intestines hanging out 
and blood spewing everywhere. I 
think: the first is acceptable, but not 
the second. 
Ed,.: Char ~ctrm at;Jn son' tt-e':c 
.by he apan ! e who Tlr".,t pe )Ia. 

egret: make th., b-e' t p3m ,to bA nf 
paramourt -npc.''I'l':e, OJtit e.re 
to be A.omethll~ t'j<lt wc: ter'1 

... ",i{Jpers havo trrJuo~r with. 
PM: I think that the Japanese are 
very used to characterisation. If you 
go to Japan you see that everything 
has a face on It. Even condom 
machines have little smlley faces. It's 
a lot easier for them because that 
characterisation Is really built into 
the society. Everything Is made 
softer, more smiley and nicer 
Maybe that's why we' re not quite 
so good at dOing it. It's very tough 
to do. All the games j've seen that 
have tried to characterise themselves 
have all come back lOOking 
absolutely pathetic. 
Edge: Ca' W tr'''I jc' gle~ g~1 

jet1:"'r H 1', s tt: re nI"" ing h,· 
J't ~ II_fr.d, 

JS: Every game we work on has a 
character. You want that character to 
exIst and come through In the game -
but 99 per cent of the time, they 
don't. Once they do catch on, as Lara 
has, then the character becomes all
important. people are calling the 
game Lara Croft. It's Tomb Ralderl 
DJ: Do we have to pick. up on It, 
though? It's like the whole 
American/European/Japanese game 
thing. I'm fed up with people saying 
to me, 'Well, your game's nice, but 

A 

it's not going to sel! ,n America 
you'll have to change It to appeal to 
the American audience.' 
PM: It's really tough. I don' t think. 
there's any Engli sh company that's 
ever really done It in America. 
Dungeon Keeper is number two at the 
moment In the states. and I think. it's 
the highest charti ng game that EA 
has ever had. I'm very proud of this 
fact, I have to say. :Laughsl America 
is such a tough market. 
as: Part of that is xenophobia. As 
part of my role at Virgin I come over 
and try to make the European 
development teams reali se the 
importance of courting the press. 
Why do our games not do well In 
Japan? It' s not anything to do with us 
not creating the right games, it's 
because you' re shut out of the 
market by the press. 
PM: The Japanese press is just very 
hard to do. You can't just go to them 
and say, 'Here you go, guys, here's a 
great game'. You've got to get drunk 
with them, sing karaoke with them ... 
DP: Getting back to the character 
thing, at Shiny we spend a lot of time 
developing characters. It'S prObably 
one of our core things that we do. 
The reality is that when you're .. 
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... desllfllns the characters most 
companies Just chuck some 'jumpy 
boy' Into the pme and they've got 
themselveS I Croc or whatever, and 
the problem I1 that they then leave It 
there. Why didn't thIt become a TV 
show? BecIuII you stopped. You 
made your ..... 1I1d you Just 
stopped. Wt hive _at Shiny 
whose Job ~ I1 to _ cart of the 
characters. T11ey __ pIctu .... 

and they do all thll __ you 

need to do to flll out the chIracter 

Licences to thrill? 
Edge: What about licences? 
possible to take 8 character 
outside world and make It a 
convincing game character? 

at the people sat here, f.:~.O~t:;OI.". 
Command & conquer, ElIte, 
Tomb Raider. Lemmlnp and 
Earthworm Jlm. there's not a 
amongst them. Is there? 
..: well. we've Just 

pt III opponuntty to learn a lot more 
wtth • preodHtgned character 

'~e ~et some Il.r~ty s~oo~ letter,S a oLl1: Lara Craft rO~ eo e who ve 
p ayed Tomb Ra. erloT er, are some 
!r.!y~nt~e people out d'iere 

and. by extension, make It easy for a 
television studio to understand what 
you have. It'S extra work. and it's 
Insanely boring. but It's worth It. You 
don't want to think about what your 
character mlSht say first thing In the 
morning. but you havs to thInk about 
tt, and gtve them an attitude about 
everything In life. I mean, what's Lara 
Croft's bust size, Jeremy? 
JI: She's perfectly formed, I can 
assure you. (Laughter) 

and a pre-deslgned world, and you 
learn a lot about the subtleties. You 
learn so much when you have to live 
with the restrictions of a licence, 
about character modellln. and about 
design and It's been a realty good 
experience for us. It'S helped us 
develop as artists. 
Ed .. : One of the major differences, 
It seems, between Japanese and US 
and European game design. Is that 
we produce 8 great deal of god 
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_sa pmes. 
whore you I pt to ... any ona 
'charact8~ The __ dOn·l...., 

to .. for that. 
DP: Games where you play Inside 
the head of a character that you 
never see are really bad. It would 
be realty hard to go and selt the 
lead character from Doom, because 
nobody really knows what he looks 
like - all you get to see Is a hand. 
In MDK, we put the MDK character 
In front of you because we wanted 
you to see him gettlnl hun. But 
thai's stili not enOUlh for toy 
companies, because he Is stili facing 
away from you. SO we had to turn 
him around now and again to give 
him some Character. 
Id .. : Does It matter. for the game 
experience, whether it's a game 
character you can relate to or not? 
Elite didn't have a character ... 
DI: With something like Elite you're 
not really creating a character. 
You're presenting a world to the 
player and saying. Go and have fun In 
ft. A lot of games work fine like that. I 
think Characters are going to become 
more Important as time goes on. At 
the moment, the characterisation 
that we're talkJng about Is on 8 very 
shallow level. When we get two-way 
speech we're lolng to say, Look at all 
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1111$ _ we ...... 10 do 10 make 1111. 
character corMncln •• we're ..... 10 
need to know what Marlo hed for 
breakfast. and whether or not hi ... 
I Blrlfrlond. 
PM: I I.r.o with tllel. You'W 101'" 
De Il>Ie 10 CO_. but IIV I\fIIII1I on 
I koyboard YOU're _ ...... 10 ... 
able to converse wfttI • character. I 
personllly tt1lnk tllel one of lha 
If •• test characters that's been 
created In recent times Is the 
Tamagotchl ea - that's 
characterisation for me. 
people 
little stupid 
It, lIIoy kMIcI 

died. You -~;·tt,~::t:::: .... 1p 
lIIan !hit. 0 
_ked. olMl .... ly. 1sth.tIWHJ 
tit it In your 
scope for 
poopll 
do Is try to 
characters that 
us. A Chafacter 
like Elite. ~ dldn't 
then I built my 
DP: I go to the O ...... ~PII'·. 
Conference and 99 
hundred In the room 

_~ldld.and_1s 

tIle~ 
.: __ licences It'I 1MIIy. troaodY ___ aro __ 

with a porfIctIy pro ........... ...., 
_ tIIOy could do a rea'ly ..,... Job 
of and theJ l1li foR completely till. 
For .......... -. of !tie Etnp/rO 
on l1li N64 WOI d'sappo'lIIInI
tile lfIP/IiclWII'I pretty but till 
_ -1IcIcInI. 

Al'tlflcIIII 

ItronJ pmers to realty 
have • tetllng the 
difference aetween. say, In onUne 
~ and. ~r opponent? 
.. ThlTlaIIII TIlt .. CIoIInad IS two 
........ lW\IIIIIon. Dyboard Ind for 
lie _ on tIle_ end not to 
reeI"'_~.~r. but WO'" 
not ........ _-. we' ... skl .. 
for'_~ __ "nd 
for.foce .............. ... 
........ eft ........ _'" "'A ... ,. 
• _ butllo.ollOtto_nd 
_.If~""""tIle sort of 
*-........ 11l1li 
moment IIV..... ~. 
robot. l1li _ ......... - till sort 
Of people who raulfllltr ta' cm. I 
dQn·tknow.IIY __ -

would not .... ~ lie tIoM 01 doy. 
We',. kInI_ trom ...... _ 
'nterlst 'n I _... don't .... n 
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IIOrtecI 
othar than just lIIe 
0lIl hell of I 1>11 
DeIn talking about 

accurately we',. SOI"l 
limitations until we 

~~I,.II"IhfI .. with those 
them re.'1y 'Ive. 
_ .. peop,e 

Beet,n 
tile _. 

YOU'd III --. but VIIIIcocMii't. 
really II1II tIlere 
wewaat"'_ .... __ thot ChI, ..... 
tile __ we ploy. If ,'m ..,...ot. 
_. n _Id re-tune ItHK to .... 
OM of the realty ...... na tIIInp 
about computer _Is _ wo 11111 
..... 'usy' •• ........,. .... 'bird' 'n 
tIlere. HoW do __ -_ bofore __ lIOrt Ill. 

pne7 we _ l1li -10l0I\' now. 
... with _1IIort wolfloulcl ... • 

CONTINUED " 79 
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... able to balance the game ourselves, 
on the fly 
DB: At the moment, we're stIli 
defining 8 game mostly oy its 
graphics -le 2D or 3D - and not by 
what the player does In the world. I 
think tl1at tie 30fx thing Is dlmost a 
distraction, because It's bringing the 
graphics back to the fora. We're at 
the point now where the 3D Is fine, 
and the emphasis will shift to wonat 
you are domg within that 30 
environment rather than tne 30 Itself. 
Is it e.llcltlng? How long does It 

each other. saying. Hey, have you 
checked In tllere? And you'd get the 
door open, and a guy would come In 
and look. for you - and it would look 
as If they were search1na: for you 
Instead of just waiting In a room for 
you to come in and shoot. Atso. I 
might want to get at this guy hldl". 
behind a pillar, so I could shoot hll 
mate In the kneecap so that he sterts 
screaming and then the guy behind 
the pillar would try and drq: him to 
safety, at which pOint, blarnJ 

'we're at the poin.t wJ1erEt the 3.0 is 
floe and tne emHlhaSIS WII tShitif\ to 
wh 't OU ar dO n Ithln ha >ot , 
env'rc1nmenr rat e; 'ffian the 3D Ifself 
Davld .raben 

Involve you for? 
PM: we could talk alt evening about 
what we Ctluld Put n a game to make 
it more tea. 
Edga: Wl1at It dogs m 
those things ts 
DP: One of tfle th ,gs w&'re dolna In 
Messiah is havIng c'-'aTacte tal to 

-" 

Edga: 01(8 a"d '0 S ~ 0 
triCKS ,,,,,t co~ve)' reality 
DP: Rllht. You can make the gamer 
beleve that there's a whole 
Intellpnt. complex sequence lolng 
Cl '0 the minute, In our world, AI Is 
stll fake It's gOing to get more 
convlnclna. but It's stlllgolns to be 
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fake. The days of ptttne characters 
to react according to how they feel 
that day is a long way off, 
PM: It's always fake, In every same, 
and it always has been. Ails what 
people beUeve should happen. tt'S 
defined by us writing a script and 
saying. Oh yeah, we'll do this and 
thiS, and so on. The real advances 
that need to be made are In the way 
that garners communicate with a 
game. Until we free ourselves from 
the limitations of up, down and fire, 
Int,ractlon with the world and the 
ch,racters wilt remeln fairly basic. 
JoypedS haven't changed one iota 
since the flrst console, It's Just crazy. 
Nlntende did something, with that 
little nipple thing, but we need to 
go a lot further. A microphone would 
be cool. 
DP: Yeah, a microphone would be a 
nice start. 
D8: A microphone is stHl useful, 
even without speech recognitIon, 
beceuse at least with multlplayer you 
can use it, 
PM: I'd love all tl'lose things. Ah, 
sod It. let's Just go dIrectly £ 
neurel connected ... 
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Final Fantasy VII 

1_ &55 ':~1~ -

2'2i:. 431 ~1iiiiiiI 
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Batdes are slick. eny to control. and 
packed to burstinl with outrapous effecb 

Althoulh still tum-used. the battles 
in FFVII can still Id as hectic as any 
out-and-out RPG-styled action lame 

Never a company to miss a marketinl opportunity, SquareSoft has capitalised on the minor differences 
between the Japanese .net us versions of FFVlI. and will release FFVlIIntenHrtlonal In Japan this month 

m!l 
hen the 5NES RPG Final Fantasy 11/ (see 
Retrovlew, page 125) topped the US charts some 
three years ago, reClevmg rave reviews from 

every magazine In the process, the Japanese-styled RPG 
looked all set for great things in the west Ultimately that 
success never really happened, and despite the odd 
sporadic translation and a hardcore follOWing. it's taken 
FFII/'s successor, now on the PlayStatlon, to make the 
gaming world comprehensively aware of RPGs again 

For all its slickness, Fmal Fantasy VII sttil follows the 
golden rule of all Japanese conSOle role-p/ayWig games: the 
player works through a pre-oroalned storyllne which is 
punctuated Wlttl frequent battles fought Via a menu 
system. Many characters and a wealth of deverly deslgned 
subplots and quests which the player can potentially opt to 

• 

undertake may all help to disguise the game's linear 
nature, but ultimately, once the final boss has been 
defeated and the tale IS resOlved, there is very little to 
bnng anyone but the die-hard fanatIC back for another go. 

But 'Ntlile most Japanese RPGs have been happy to 
adopt an if-it's-not-broken-don't-II)(·it attitude in bringing 
their titleS across from the 16bit days, FFVII has decided to 
divorce Itself almost entirely from its predecessors and tiP 
the whole genre on Its head. Taking Its cue from a more 
movie-like perspective, the game seems to delight in 
pushing almost every boundary 01 the console RPG forward 
while stlK being able to keep the flavour of the Original titles 
intlK:t. Not content With merely Jamming Its three-COs' 
content With a sprawling adventure, the game constantly 
strives to surprise the player, and ends up succeeding in 

Cloud Attack 
lira MagI( 
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The Incredibly deUlJed lNtckdrops that Impress so much in FFVllaren't merely for show - they're.1so hiply 
InterKtive. The trainyard indudes • puzzle that sees players sltumlne locos around so that the party can pI'OII'eSS 

just about every department imaginable. 
Leading the way, initially. are a seemingly endless array 

of astonishingly complex realtime and prerendered graphic 
sequences. That Square had nearly every Silicon GraphiCS 
machine in Japan working flat out to create them is no 
surprise, with the smallest shop, in the most out-cf-the-way 
vil lage, packed with as much detail as the most important 
location. Meanwhile, everything is cleverly layered to allow 
the realtime, Gouraud-shaded characters to move in and 
around them as If they were proper 3D structures. The FMV 
that usually heralds the death knell for interactivity is either 
restricted to brief cut-scenes that load almost instantly and 
drop in at appropriately dramatic moments, or at times is 
even combined with both backdrops and characters. 

While most non-RPG fans will cite the frequent random
battle encounters and stop-start combat system as 
common Japanese RPG problems, FFVlI builds on square's 
patented Active Time Battle system and has had the 
surprise attacks Wisely toned down fOf ,ts western release 
While it's possible for beginners to restrict fights to a 
Simple taking-turns structure, at its realtime fastest. With 
dramatic camera angles sweeping around the graphics, 
battles can elevate to almost action-game status. 

Cloud 
-It sure IS raming hard .• 

While the storage space that the CD format has 
afforded FFVlI has been exploited to the full by Square's 
graphic designers, Just as much attention seems to have 
been lavished upon expanding the limitations of genre itself 
The standard RPG formula (seen in preViOUS Final Fantasies 
and countless other Japanese rOle-playing games - of 
battling through maze-like dungeons with a boss encounter 
and plot development at the end) has been replaced by a 
much faster, event-filled story that twists and turns from one 
location to the next. Even the most unassuming character 
can be crucial to major events that are necessary to the 
main thrust of the story (an important development for 
western garners not familiar With ponderous exploration). 

Althou,h ,enerated using a fairfy SQnt amount of polygons, FFVlfs charaders behave so 
realistically that suspendinl disbelief is an easy bilsk. The game's plot Is the crux. however 

Although FFV/I has been tweaked somewhat for its 
western version (including additional monsters and even 
such niceties as markers Indlctating entrances and eXits 
from a scene), It'S admirable that Square has kept wtlat 
might be seen as the game's unique 'Japane5ef1ess'. All of 
the anginal's 'adult' scenes have been left Intact, and even 
the six-character limit previously inflicted on protagonists' 
names has been extended to nme, allOWIng the original 
Japanese names to be kept. And even if some of the 
dialogue'S Americanisms tend to grate after a wtJile, it does 
attempt to recompense in making up for the English text's 
inability k) convey as much meaning as the original Japanese. 

The 'Interactive movie' has long been a dirty term to 
anyone who values a playable vldeogame, but FFVII 
succeeds in coming closer than any title yet. The highly 
complex, melodramatic story and excellently orchestrated 
chip mUSiC really do combine to make players feel real 
empathy With the characters. This is hardly the easiest of 
feats and a task usually shied away from by the 
action/comedy-orientated western graphic adventures. 
Anyone prepared to commit the admittedly lengthy time It 
takes to play Final Fantasy VII through to its conclusion Will 
be well rewarded by what IS most probably the most wholly 
entertaining title the PlayStatlon has to yet to offer. The 
only problem seems to be that even if Its success does 
start a console-RPG avalanche, players Will probably have 
to wait until Final Fantasy VIII to experience the £ 
genre on this mighty scale again. 

Edge rating: 

Nine out of ten 

Format: Play5tatlon Publisher: 5quare5oft 

Developer: In·house Price: $60 (£45) Release: Out now (US) 

• 

fMV Interludes slip seamlessly Into 
the adlon, and are of top quality 
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Castleva n ia Symphony of the Night 

Giant menadnl skulls (top) and a 
rotatinl ensemble of weaponry 
(above) are but two thlnls to avoid 

As proven is made the map 
vadually opens up - once Ifs been 
purchased from the shop, that Is 

~ 
s the maJonty of PlayStatlOn developers venture 

... out Into the overcrowded 3D marketplace, the 
2D platformer IS fast becoming an extremely 

rare breed; a Situation, no doubt, that will be to the 
chagnn of ItS most dedicated and loyal followers. 

With thiS In mind Konaml's latest PlayStatlon release 
wUl be welcomed by hardcore platform fans the world 
over, and not simply as a consequence of its retro feel 
ThiS series stili commands a healthy degree of respect. 
PlayStatlOn Gast/evama was released Into the Japanese 
market back in March but made little Impact on the UK 
import scene because of ItS intrusIVe Japanese text and 
speech. It's an unusual game In as much as it goes -
against the grain of prevailing PlayStatlon development 
trends but succeeds regardless. 

Staying true to the lineage and perhaps owing more to 
the four-year-old PC Engine title Dracula X (E4) than 
Cast/evania IV, the game is daunting In both size and 
scope. In fact, it's far bigger than the abit Engine version 

Konami's desicners may h.ve missed opportunities 
for impressive sO'OllInl but h.ve made up for it with 
the sheer intensity of some weapon eHects (above) 

and positively dwarfs ItS esteemed 16b1t forefather. But 
It'S the non-linear, open-plan game enVIronment and the 
vast array of characters, weaponry and magic items that 
makes this an Interesting diverSion from usual platform 
fare. In fact, a more accurate reference POint would be 
Nlntendo's 16b1t classic Super Metroid to which this latest 
saga pays almost religiOUS homage. Witness the gradual 
opening out of the map, the uncompromising puzzles and, 
perhaps most significantly, the burning of copious 
amounts of midnight oil In playing It. 

This time the quest sees the player adopting the role 
of Alucard (the pseudonym Dracula used in Hammer 
horror flicks when travelling incognito) and avenging not 
only Dracula himself but Richter, the hero of the series' 
1991 flagship SNES title Castlevama IV. In some respects 
this latest trip represents a departure, hOUSing a variety of 
elements absent from the framework of a traditional 
platformer. However, players must be prepared to put in 
the effort to get the most from this. The first hour or _so of 
play reveals a curiOUSly dowdy 16M-style platformer that 
IS only brightened by some subtle 32M graphical 
accomplishments. The game's later stages. hOwever, 
reveal some surpriSingly deep RPG-based play mechanics 
that reward enough to keep the player sufficiently 
interested. weapons and spells become more devastating 
(there are even hidden special moves), enVIronments 
become more impressive, and, above all, there's a greater 
feeling of atmosphere than in previous episodes. 

However, on a purely aesthetic level. there are some 
odd disparities in quality. For some reason (probably 
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this dock, situated In .. centr.1 JNrt of the ustle not far from Dr.cul., has 
.. slplflunce that ,,_dually becomes evident u the lame pt'OIfesses 

related with the game's hiatuHidden development cycle). 
some of the visuals are surprisingly crude -looking for al 
the world as though they were originally destined for the 
Mega Drive or SNES but halfway through production 
ended up being saved for 32bit. Some sprites shuffle 
along unconvincingly with just a couple of animation 
frames, backdrops occasionally suffer from dreadful 
shading, and some of the character design IS simply 
laughable - the breakdancing lizards and NinJa Turtle 
lookalikes look: like the unfortunate by-products of 
Konami's lesser-skilled artists. 

In some areas, though, it's clear that the team's 
designers have made a conscious effort to embrace 32blt 
hardware, While scrolling backdrops are conspicuouSly 
flat and largely devoid of 3D effects they do employ 
subtle, multi-layered parallax and shadOWing effects, with 

Some bosses are worth the wait (top, left), atthourh 
they don't dazzle unHllater In the lame. The castfe 
ltseH Is deplded In cut·away form with the exterior 
.alls visible alalnst the sky backdrop ,above centre) 

occasional Mode 7-style zooming Though PlayStation 
Castlevama wHl draw few onlookers, what Innovations do 
eXist are unlikely to go unnoticed by the player 

The music, too, is perplexingly varied quite why 
Konami's team chose to implement jerking segues from 
Impressive, haunting classical compositions into cheesy 
11ft muzak and screeching rawk is anybody's guess 

Those looking for a quick fix or more immediate, 
arcade-style thrills are unlikely to grasp Cast/evama's 
intricacies. On the surface It looks archaic, but tucked Just 
beneath is a game that throws the majority of PlayStatlOn 
eye candy into sharp relief. Hardcore gamers Will £ 
relish ItS classical sensibilities. 

Edge rating: 

Eight out of ten 

Format PlayStation Publisher: Konaml 

Developer: KeEl Price: £45 Release: Out now 

• 

One of the lame's more lnterestlnl 
Innovations: an RPG·style Inventory 
offerlnl weapons and malic items 
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Rapid Racer 

The game's horizontal or vertical 
;twoplayer split-screen mode halves 
the frame rate but sti ll fi les along 

~ 
ith the car racing genre rapidly approaching 
grid lock, developers are looking atother forms 
of transport that can be pitted against each 

other in some form of competitive scenariO. And one area 
that has been relatively left untouched in the videogaming 
world is that of boat racing. 

The reason developers have shied away from 
watersports in the past can be probably be put down to 
the difficulty in creating a suitably realistic look and feel 
for the racing medium. True, WaveRace 64 managed this 
with astounding aplomb, fooling players who'd never 
jetskied into believing they were doing so on the screen, 
but such videogaming moments are regrettably rare. 

Nevertheless, Rapid Racer thrusts players into the 
world of powerboat racing as they fight for control of their 
craft around the calm waters of exclusive harbours, 
unforgiving narrow canyon passes, rough cascading 
rapids and suchlike. 

Six tracks are offered, but these can also be raced at 
night, and are reversed later in the game, resulting in 18 
combinations. In itially, on ly the first three are available, 
requiring players to finish ahead of the CPU competitors 
in all each before access to the next course is granted. 

The usual one or twoplayer time trial, single race and 
championship modes are offered after choosing a boat 
from a selection offering varying acceleration, top speed, 
and handling abilities. During the actual race, objects 
such as turbos and time stops can be collected, which 

Rot,id Rocer sees players testinc their boat-control 
skills in a variety of environments. Sadly. very few of 
the sections offer any form of crippinc exdtement 

greatly help the player's progression. Also, acquiring five 
yellow icons dotted around the courses will open up a 
bonus level where a particular characteristic of the boat, 
such as its top speed, can be maxed out 

Once all 18 circuits are beaten, the game's Fractal 
mode becomes available, presenting 256,COO randomly 
generated courses. (Whether or not players will still be 
interested by that point is debatable, though.) 

Initial impressions of Rapid Racer are good. Never 
before has the PlayStation played hOst to a game handling 

Given the speed of the came. the hi-res display and 
the amount of polycons beinC thrown around, the 
came draws impressively fa, Into the distance 
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Different views are nala-bM. atthoUJh the In-but 
amen (top richt) Is likely to make pa..yers feel III 

so many fully textured polygons in the machine's hi-res 
mode at 50 frames per second (60fps in NTSC). The sheer 
fluidity of motion alone IS bound to impress even the most 
cynical player. 

powerslides and the developer'S apparent need to include 
a lava track for the final stage 

But the game's ultimate problem is that, other than 
the powerboat setting, there IS nothing here that is new
there are no alarms, no surprises and little excitement However, Rapid Racer's gameplay is unlikely to have 

the same effect. The most apparent problem is handhng 
While some of the boat responses appear accurate, for 
the majority of the time players will curse the unrealistiC 
reactions and awKward controls. Jumps, a frequent 
feature on later courses, have a tendency to frustrate 
rather than excite, as the boat usually ends up facing the 
wrong way after rolling around, wasting precious 
seconds. This is despite the fact that on the previous lap 
the exact same jump could be performed without any 
such time-wasting diversions. 

ONCE ALL 18 CIRCUITS ARE BEATEN, THE FRACTAL MODE ENABLES 
PLAYERS TO RACE ON 256,000 RANDOMLY GENERATED COURSES, 

BUT WHETHER ANYONE WILL BE INTERESTED BY THEN IS DEBATABLE 

In some of the more undulating courses water boasts 
an unusual gravity-defying ability to flow up hills and line 
the sides of banked corners, but this is hardly the game's 
most surreal aspect. The award for this is a tie between 
the boats' ability to travel sideways in maSSive car-like 

Beneath the polygonal gloss lies a run-of-the-mill racing 
game whose gameplay requires Significant tuning. 

As a technological showcase, Rapid Racer is a truly 
Impressive achievement. As a game In ItS own right, 
however, It falls disaPPOintingly short of the £ 
expectations aroused by ItS glOriOUS visuals. 

Edge rating : 

Six out of ten 

The first course, with its fI.t., calm waters (left). offers little In terms of difficulty. ahhouCh controllinC the craft 
can still be a handful. SoMe of the later courses Incorporate jumps and white water-like rapids (rfcht) for 
players to deal with. althoup the boat's response In these waters may prove more frustratinC than realistic 

Format PlayStatlon Publisher: SCEE 

Developer: In·house Price: £35 Release: October 

By collectinC five yellow Icons durlnC 
a course. players un undertake a 
bonus level to upcrade their boat 
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Hexen 11 

• 
'., . -::'; ' , , , 

• 
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The fant.sy theme of the "me. 
coupled with the multiple ch.r.der 
daises, gives Hexeft 11 an RPCi feel 

j" 

111 aven, which usefully employed the Doom 

• engine for its swords 'n' sorcery outings, 
Heretic and Hexen, has retained its Intimacy 

with id and returned with the first full game to utilise the 
already ageing out spectacularly flexible Quake engine. 
OVer the next few months it will be joined by a rash of 
Quake-engined competition (Half-Life. SIN, Daikatana) all 
boasting, as Hexen 11 does, a host of technical and 
creative refinements to id's Instant claSSIC. But Hexen 11 is 
right here, right now, which. as the marketing !rag-Iest of 
Christmas approaches. is a serious advantage. 

Those familiar with Hexen will Instantly recogmse two 
Raven hallmarks (innovations, even). The first is that the 
game organises itself along traditional pencil-and-paper 
RPG lines. There is a choice of four characters to choose 
from, each offering different skill sets, weapons and 
strengths. The Assassin, for example, has the advantage 
of stealth (she can lurk: unnoticed in shadows) but suffers 

SIMulated metallles. outlandish wupons and 
airborne monsters are some of the unique touches 
that live Henn 11 its very own flrst·person appeal 

the deficit of physical vulnerability. Each character can 
accumulate up to four weapons (both close-quarter and 
projectile depending on the character) which are 
powered by collectable manna and can be gIVen 
prodigious strength for brief periods uSing an appropriate 
artefact. These artefacts are scattered all about, some 
obviously, some secreted. Takmg the form of rings, 
amulets, spefls and the like, they confer a wide range of 
effects. Some act as weapons (the disc of RepulSion, for 
example, bounces enemy fire back whence It came), 
some as protection, others as enhancements (fly, run 
faster). In addition to thiS, a character's progress is 
rewarded by ever-increasing general abilities in speed, 
armour capability and deadliness 

To the hardcore Quaker this may all seem a little 
fussy and, in truth, it does take a short wtlile to get used 
to. But once mastered, the sheer diverSity of weapons 
and spellS, all eaSily accessed through a keystroke or 
two, offers a continually interesting array of attacks and 
strategies. Moreover, the meat and potatoes of the 
action is still good old-fashioned run and gun - albeit 
with some fancy bells and whistles. 

The second major divergence from the 3D action 
template IS that Hexen 11 is not Chopped up into a 
sequence of contained levels. Rather, the game is 
designed around four huge hubS, each containing a 

Spells. which must be collected. are all accompanied by the requisite lDfx special effect. Playing Hexen 11 
without a dedicated accelerator card Is not recommended. but for those that have It. Ifs a Ireat showcase 
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Like tb predecessor, Hexell "distinguishes ItseH from the 
current aap of first-person ,.me' with co60ur-rich levels 

multitude of subsections. To finish a hub requires the 
player not merely to clear the area of hostiles and push a 
few buttons, but to forage about and unearth various 
Objects which must be used and combined in whatever 
way is dictated by the unfolding story (gleaned from 
scrolls and messages, etc). Which means, in effect. that 
the player is required to visit and revisit areas many times 
over to progress. This could be a chore, but Raven has 
excelled in creating a world sufficiently inventive and 
interactive to sustain the interest. 

Consequently, playing Hexen 11 makes for a riveting 
blend of action and puzzling. Here, a barrel needs to be 
moved to climb a broken staircase; there, some sand 
must be found to forge glass in order to make a lens to 
defeat a crystal Golem. smashing stained glass windows, 
hacking down seemingly impregnable walls, catapulting 
you rself over a battlement; all are integral to the action. 
Moreover, Raven has gone to great lengths to build 
credible and often very beautiful environments. Ranging 
from medieval, to Egyptian, to Greco-Roman, to 
Meso-Ameri can, every level is packed with convincing 
detail and architectural panache. Indeed, such is the 
variety of textures, players will sometimes see a 
particularly ornate rug or mosaic only once. The range of 
enemies is equally impressive, including flying imps, 
were-jaguars, and death-dealing squid, all featuring twice 
the level of animation of Quake's menagerie, and 
substantially better artificial intelligence. One Archer, for 
instance, has the temerity to duck when fired upon. 

Technically, Hexen 11 represents a genuine evolution in 
the Quake engine, with translucency, moving and 
moveable objects, dynamic pOlygons, all available in 
software. However, it bears repeating again that in GL 
mode, supporting various 3D accelerators (and especially 
3Dfx and power.;R), the game is vastly superior. Faster, 
smoother and with filtering and anti-aliasing, Hexen 11 is 
considerably more impressive than any PC equivalent. 

Overall, Raven's game is an excellent addition to the 
increasingly ubiquitous first-person genre. What it lacks in 
visceral shocks it more than adequately compensates for 
in brooding menace and carefully generated suspense (an 
atmosphere noticeably accentuated by excellent musiC). 
Where it sometimes appears to lose momentum and 
immediate purpose it continues to beguile with the 
ingenuity and imagination of the puzzles, and the 
lavishness of the design. True, weapons could be 
more Plentiful, and periodica lly the se riousness of it 

Quoke stalwarts may not find the rather frilly weapons entirely to their liking. but the 
varied monsters and the hub-centred maps make for a far superior oneplayer experience 

all is a little oppressive, but for its ambition and level of 
all-round technical accomplishment Hexen 11 is £ 
essential stuff for hlgh-end-PC owners. 

Ed ge rating : 

Eight out of ten 

Developer Raven has used realtime dynamic 
IIght-sourcing to give Hexen lilts atmosphere 

FOffilat: PC PubliSller: Activision 
Developer: Raven Price: £40 Release: Out now 
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G police 

An array of different view options allow players to step oubide the coc:kpit to dramatic visual 
effect. However, playing the game from .11 but the in-Havoc views Is prohibitively problematic 

The friendty winl1llen In the game 
allow players to double flrepower 
when dealing with stronger foes 

H
aving already given the PlayStation some of its 
finest titles, psygnosis is striking out agaIn this 
Christmas with a clutch of games aimed at 

reaffirming its position as the UK's premier PlayStation 
development force. 

lead ing the pack is G-Police, an ambitious hybrid of 
strategy game and 3D shoot 'em up which psygnosis boss 
lan Hetherington brashly backed as being the Christmas 
number-one PlayStation title upon an early sighting of a 
unfinished build back: in May. A brave prediction which, if 
it wasn't for such strong competition from the likes of 
Tomb Raider 2, could have become a reality. 

The year is 2097 and the player is a G·Policeman, a 
future cop who patrols the gaming environment in a 
Havoc craft - essentially a hel icopter minus rotorblades. 

The task at hand is to negotiate 38 separate domed 
mini-cities that form the off-world COlony on Jupiter's 
moon Callisto on the look out for futuristic ne'er-do-wells. 

It'S a mission-based game in the Syndicate mould, 
with briefings directing players to guard the preSident's 
limo from attack; to take out rampaging, malfunctioning 
mining droids; and to follow a suspected fe lon to his 
secret arms cache, among 32 surprisingly varied others. 
G·PoUce scores highly in terms of design, then, and it's 
refreshing to play a game where work obviously 
continued long after the 3D engine was in place. 

The game has three main points of interest. First, 
there's the unusual environment the game presents. The 
domed cities are huge and each mission often involves a 
number of them being held in memory simultaneously, 
thus allowing the negotiation of great distances with 

complete freedom, passing from dome to dome through 
interconnecting tunnels. It's Quite an achievement given 
the detail of the buildings, the numerous innocent 
vehicles scooting about, and the AI processor load 
required to keep it going about its business convincingly. 

The second chief point is the flight model. The 
player's ship bobs and sways convincingly and, once 
mastered, can be swept and weaved through the 'Blade 
Runner'-styled streets. Analogue pad support makes the 
game even more playable and increases the already 
impressive feeling of flight. 

Third, and perhaps most importantly, there are those 
mission designs. Great variety and imagination is 
exhibited throughout the 35 missions (excluding secrets) 
and the game never ceases to impress and entertain 
throughout its duration. Marvellous SGI cut-scenes further 
the space-age plot occasionally, and push the game onto 
two discs' worth of code. 

The one fly in the ointment is that the game appears 
to have stretched the PlayStation's resources a little too 
far, using relatively short depth cueing in order to keep 
things moving at a pace. An option to trade off frame rate 
against view distance is provided, but compromiSing-this 
can ~ake the frequent inner-city aerial dogfights become 
jerky and confusing affairs. 

The 3Dfx·accelerated PC version may deliver the 
game in exactly the form its ambitious creators £ 
intended. Edge certam ly hopes so. 

Edge rating : 

Eight out of ten 

Format: PlayStation Publisher: psygnosis 

Developer: Wheelhaus Price: £45 Release: October 24 
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Dark Reign 

The presentation is slick and 
. professional throuchout the came. 

buildln,. convincing atmosphere 

Crushing the enemy's bases beneath. booted foot Is 
• lot of fun. but Dark Reign's Impressive AI makes It 
a harder job than in many other re.ftime cames 

m fter the phenomenal success of Westwood's 
... Command & conquer Ihere was little doubt t. hat 

the realtlme strategy game was here to stay 
The equally huge success of the sequel. Red Alert, and 
the flood of realtlme strategy games from other 
companies, have only gone to prove the pOint 

Red Alerr was something of a disappointment in terms 
of technical innovation and gameplay Improvements, 
though. Despite the massive potential offered by the 
realtime genre, the fairly basic game mechanics remained 
largely unchanged from C8C, as did the AI, and even the 
units were largely recognisable as minor variations on 
those of its predecessor, Until now, only Warcraft 11 has 
made any significant alterations to the template, offering 
three separate resources, unit line of sight, a more 
complex building and upgrade tree, and greater 
distinctions between ground, air, and naval units 

What makes DarK Reign stand out from Its rivals, then, 
is that it's the first realtime game to offer any big 
gameplay differences to C8C. The fundamentals remain 
largely the same - from a top-down, near-isometric view 
the player takes contrOl of one Side in a futuristic war. 
Collecting resources, COnStructing bases, manufacturing 
units and sending them off to destroy the enemy are all 
accomplished via a Simple pOint-and-click interface 
Lurking beneath thiS familiar exterior, however, are a host 
of advances to the game system. • 

Perhaps the most obvious is the terrain system. In 
DarK Reign, the landscape works as more than merely a 
simple backdrop for the action, and instead has a direct 
effect on the game. At the simplest level, the different 

Combatants can choose from a wide variety of 
buildings, many of which can be uPJTaded 

types of terrain affect each units' movement rate, 
depending on whether it uses wheels, tracks, legs, or 
anti-grav for locomotion. More interesting, and much 
more Significant, is the addition of elevation. DarK Reign's 
terra in is three dimensional, with different angles of slope 
being used to create hills, valleys, cliffs, and so on. Not 
only does the slope affect movement - walking units can 
climb any slope, albeit at reduced speed, while hover 
vehicles can only deal With flat terrain - but it also affects 
line of sight and thus combat Units can't see over hills, 
but a unit on top of a ridge can see further, while those 
hiding behind It can't be shot at. This alone makes for a 
far more Interesting and more challenging game. 

Added to that IS an advanced AI syste-n for the 
player's troops. By opening a small menu it's possible to 
set variOUS parameters for each unit or group - how much 
damage they'll take before retreating, how they react to 
enemies they come across and how far they'll pursue 
them. In combination with three preset orders - scout, 
harass, and seek & destroy - and an advanced waypoints 
system, this vastly expandS the options on offer. 

A whole range of clever new Unit abilities (snipers that 
can camouflage themselves as rocks or trees, for 
example) and severa l other innovations go together to 
make this the first major step forward for the realtime 
strategy genre since it began with Dune 2. Dark Reign 
takes realtime strategy wargames Just that little bit £ 
further, and IS a very fine game in its own right 

Edge rating : 

Eight out of ten 

As in all realtlme slraten cames, large scraps 
between large groups of units are very common 

Format: PC Publisher: Activision 

Developer: Auran Price: £40 Release: Out now 
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Shadow Warrior 

The Innovative selection of cartoon-styte wea:rnry 
Includes a beatine heart and a Meduu's hea 

m!1 
ith the imminent arnval of the heavily tipped 
Quake 11, Hexen 11, Unreal, Half Life and SIN, the 
first-person shoot 'em up's dominatIOn 01 the 

PC games market is in no danger 01 abating. Each of 
these is using either a souped-up 'Iersion 01 the existing 
Quake engine or a brand-new affair designed to take 
advantage of 3D accelerators, factors which make It seem 
odd that Eidos should choose to release Shadow Warrior 
- a sprite-based martial arts shooter which looks inferior 
to just about every other leading-edge 3D game out there 

Players are immediately placed In familiar territory: 
collect weapons, shoot or blow up enemies of varying 
strengths, and solve elementary puzzles based on flicking 
a SWitch on one side of a level to open a door on the 
other side. Unllk.e Quake, movement is restrictive and 
confusing due to a formidably large selection of keys for 
everything from ducking and crouching to activating 

Shadow Wllmor represents the final outinC for the 
Build engine. used previously In Duke Nukem 3D 

Ch.,aders look effective from a distance, but appear 
blocky and crude when viewed up dose. unfortunately 

special weapons and regaining health Even looking up 
and down requires separate keystrokes, making it 
desperately difficult to k.ill enemies at other levels 

As in Duke Nukem 3D, Interaction with scenery plays 
a large part in the game - blasting windows, plants, or 
barrels often reveals secrets and power-ups. However, 
it's the general atmosphere that saves Shadow Warnor 
from premature consignment to the bargain bin, With 
plenty of Oriental wisecracks, an Innovative selection of 
weapons (although the mora majOrity have enforced the 
removal of shurikens from the player's arsenal, now 
replaced with darts), and a decent clutch of detailed 
enemies. Another feature of note IS the presence of gun 
emplacements which, when captured, enable players to 
spray bullets at hordes of enemies, who always appear to 
be handily located right in the firing line 

Arriving more than a year after Quake wowed the 
world with its polygons, Shadow Warnor does look 
decidedly primitive. It plays smoothly enough and the 
levels demonstrate some clever deSign aspects including 
the use of independently moving Objects Such as boats, 
but the graphiCS can appear hOrrendously limp at times, 
the sprites in particular suffering from awful pixellatlon 
when Viewed up close. 

Duke Nukem 3D gained a cult follOWing because the 
opposition at the time (Quake) suffered in singleplayer 
mode. Shadow Warrior offers a similarly engaging game 
for the single player, but coming so late, and using SUCh 
aged technology, it's never gOing to be anything £ 
more than an also-ran. 

Edge rating : 

Six out often 

Format PC Publisher: Eidos 
Developer: 30 Realms Price: £40 Release: October 

Were first-person eames Judeed 
merely on explosions alone. Shadow 
Wamor could be a contender 
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Nuclear Strike 

~ 
qUick glance at Electronic Arts' portfolio reveals 

.. a not-inconsiderable number of sequels and 
yearly updates. As the latest instalment of the 

apparently interminable Strike series, Nuclear Strike is 
one such title. 

This time players chase after leMonde, a former 
member of the French Foreign legion who was posted to 
Indo-China and subsequently thrown out for violence 
against civIlians. working as a mercenary ever since 
(whose services are regularly bought by the world's top 
secret agencies), he has recently got his hands on several 
nuclear devices and possesses the obligatory level of 
insanity required to use them. 

As the operative assigned to stop him, players face 
five campaigns, each containing around eight misSions, 
making use of the four types of vehicles on offer. These 
include several helicopters, a harrier jet, a tank, armoured 
boats and a hovercraft. 

Like previous Strike titles, Nuclear's missions are fairly 
varied and strategy is fundamental In conquering them. A 
limited number of armour, fuel and ammunition supplies 
exist, and utilising these requires a military-like tactical 
approach so that successful completion of the level is 
POSSible. Marching straight into an enemy's base without 
first taking care of the alarm detection systems, for 
example, is an elementary mistake and one that Will 
certainly prove costly. 

Nuc/ear Strike Is an FMv-packed affair with MlV-style 
presentatIOn, and, although the choice of some of the 
material (such as scenes of collapsed buildings fOllowing 
an earthquake) which accompanies the Hollywood
influenced narrative is questionable, the quality of the 

As with previous titles In the series, NudH' Strike's loc.ations and b.1cklfOund details. such as 
veget.tion and villages. are appropriate for the game's setting_ This attention to detail extends 
to some of the f:Mtny"s more traditional - but no less danserous - 8ttaIck vessels (top, centre) 
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Pe.yers MYe to 8ttaIck seweral enemy Installations, 
SOIIIe of which are partlcularty Impressively styled 

footage Is impressive, and it builds the atmosphere for 
the game proper In stylish fashion. 

The same can hardly be said of In-game Visuals, 
though. The baCkground textures certainly merit a 
mention as some of the best yet on the PlayStation, but, a 
few new satisfying explosion animations apart, there is 
nothing here that hasn't been achieved before, and as 
such thiS title doesn't represent a massive graphical step 
forward from ItS predecessor, Soviet Strike. 

Fans of the series lusting after more above-viewed 
shooting action will naturally welcome this latest 
regurgitation. The seasoned gamer, however, will £ no doubt walk away with a feeling of deja vu. 

Edge rating : 

Six out of ten 

All of the m.ny different vehicles offer certain 
.dvantaps. and some. such as the hoveruaft: in 
the first level (.bowe, rlptl, un be selected at will 

Format PlayStatlon Publisher: Electronic Arts 
Developer: In-house Price: £45 Release: Out now 
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Rockman X4 

Powerin, up the slilndard weapon for a few seconds 
releases a hl,h enern blast wtth devuliItin, eHects 

i!i!j ith the majority of developers haVing moved on 
to pOlygon-packed games, It would be easy for 
some speculators to consider the 20 genre 

dead. This IS hardly the case - and If proof is needed that 
there's plenty of life still left In this survivor from the 'SOs, 
then Treasure's recent N64 outing Yuke Yuke Trouble 
Makers (E48) has it In spades. 

$0 for this Rockman sequel at least, the action 
remains anchored to a side-viewed perspective. Players 
can tackle this 20 assault course as Rockman X or as his 
chum Zero. After finishing the first level, the choice is left 
to the player as to wtlich of the game's other eight stages 
to approach first. 

Each level is set in a new and contrasting 
environment, but all of them conform to the same basic 
structure: two areas followed by a boss encounter" Every 
time a boss is beaten, the player is rewarded with a short 
anime sequence and Rockman X acquires a new weapon, 
up to a maximum of ten. 

Most of the game ploughs through familiar Rockman X 
territory, although some aspects have been improved. 
Visually, Rockman's previous 32bit outing did little to test 
the PlayStation's abilities; this latest chapter in the saga 
offers occasional moments of graphical extravagance, 
With sumptuous backgrounds and colourful, solidly 

Most of the ,ame's inspiration has come from previous titles in the series, while what Is 
new Is hardly ground-breakln, stuH, and unlikely to impress all but the most hardcore fan 

deSigned enemies. There are also several gameplay 
detours - SUCh as collapsing floors and the ability to use a 
mobile suit and a hOver bike - to tease garners' prowess 
and provide some variety. 

However, even these diversions show insufficient 
ingenuity to convince seasoned garners that this series 
has evolved since Its first appearance. And as SUCh, It 
isn't the best argument for 20 Edge has seen recently. 

It Will be interesting to monitor the success of the 
forthcoming Megaman Neo, which uses a full-on 30 
environment - it will surely be an appropriate £ 
litmus test in the 20-versus-30 debate. 

Edge rating: 

Six out of ten 

-:<1 .... ) - . .... • ............... :"",,1\-

~u~~ 1 
\~.~~:. _ r~ , 

Each of RockmQn x4's levels diHers substantially from the others. holdine a few surprises in store (far left). and some Impressive bosses (far richt) 

Format: PlayStatlon PubhSher: Capcom 

Developer: In-house Price: VS,800 (£35) Release: Out now (Japan) 
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Duke Nukem 

Death Tonk Is provided ",.lis with 
Duke Nukem, but owners will need 
an Exhumed or Quoke save to play 

Lobotomy's IIptine effects (.bove. top richt) .re 
ex.ccerated but helchten the atmosphere superbly 

S 
ega's relatiOnship With Seattle-Dased codeshop 
LObotomy IS a gOld star on a saturn report card 
Invanably marked With red crosses. With the 

woefully undersold Exhumed a testament to ItS creative 
abilities, this converSion of PC faVOUrite Duke Nukem 
underlines lobotomy's credentials as a developer With 
genUine talent It is, in short, an inspired conversion. 

For those unfamiliar With the PC onglnal, one of Duke 
Nukem's most impreSSive features IS that Its 
environments aren't entirely divorced from Its gameplay. 
Naturally, it offers the traditional quota of secret areas 
and hidden ammunition, but for sheer attention to detail it 
still has few peers. Exchanging shots With aliens in the bar 
on the second level, for example, results in smashed 
bottles and bullet holes spattering the walls. While hardly 
earth~shatteringly Innovative, it's touches such as these, 
among many others, that make Nukem such a pleasure. 

It's also signi ficant that Nukem's many vaned 
locations have a considerable bearing on gunfights. 

Though an accurate port. Lobotomy has thankfulty 
elected not to convert the PC original's parallaxinl ... 

Because many aliens require more than one hit to 
dispatch, it's essential for players to make use of cover. 
ThiS, as an experience, is almost akm to a multi player 
'deathmatch' - a far cry from the monotony of a solitary 
Quake game. weaponry, too, strengthens Nukem's status 
as a game for the solo player. With remote-detonated 
'pipe' bombs, tripwire-activated explosives and cannons 
that both shrink and freeze aliens, it's possible to be 
remarkably creative in the midst of a melee. 

Despite Nukem's linear, level-based progression, 
there's a surprising level of continuity. At the end of level 
two Duke is captured by his extra-terrestrial foes. level 
three begins with Duke, sans weaponry, frying in an 
electric chair; players must leap out and locate the 
weapon concealed In a secret area before the slaughter 
can continue. Story-based moments are simple touches
and easy to implement - but, as far as this genre is 
concerned, Nukem is to be praised for doing so. 

LObotomy's conversion Is almost plxel-perfect in many 
areas - slight details may have been overlooked, but their 
absence will not be missed. Indeed, the only real criticism 
that could be levelled at it as a conversion is that the 
network play of the original is unavailable to UK buyers. 
However, with sega unwilling to introduce a link cable or 
ts Netllnlc peripheral to these shores, this omission is 
amentable but inevitable. 

As the software industry contmues to mature, so does 
the content of a select few releases. ThiS, with time, is 
ncreaslng as developers begm to broaden their creative 
rlOrlZOns. Saturn Duke Nukem (like its PC cousin) is 
exceedingly violent and often puerile. But, most 
mportantly, it's an accompl.shed shoot 'em up. £ 
And for that alone, It'S a near-essential purchase. 

Edge rating : 

Eight out of ten 

Format. Saturn Publisher: sega 
Developer: lobotomy Price: £45 Release: Out now 
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If you see Sid. tell him 
,Stee with almost everything Sid Meier said 
in the interview in E49 apart from one small 

point: I think Jt is a litde unrealistic to assume that 
gameplay improvements alone will attract more 
people to videogames. The fad is that many 
people refuse to even touch computer games, 
and all the gameplay in the world would not 
change that in their eyes. Initialty, it is often 
graphics that attract people to games and not 
gameplay. Gameplay is the factor that decides 
whether or not people continue to play the 
games, or dismiss them as Cl waste of time. 

Graphical advances could turn out to be Cl bit 
of Cl double-edged sword, though, and I suppose 
(ould bring about more oppos;tton to computer 

games. As violence becomes more graphic and 
realistic I think we can expect to see the tabloids 
take up the issue of videogame violence again. 

To truly capture mass-market appeal, the 
games industry must shed the social stigma it has 
dragged around for so many years. The image of 
games being only for children and the terminally 
sad needs to be dispelled - Sony has made a 
good start by getting PlayStations into nightclubs, 
but if the company stops now it will only be so 
much wasted effort. 

Slim Muted. 
via email 

In some respects Sony consad ,,, md l r', . 

its work done in terms of undergro . d 

PlayStation marketing. WIth the consctle already 
occupying a prominent pla<:e en contemporary 
culture, it sees little point tadding the opinion
formers as they are. largely, already informed. 

But Edge agrees with your points regarding 
mass-market consciousness and, particularly, 
graphical realism and its implications for on.-screen 
violence. Rare's GofdenEye, for example, offers a 
tantalising glimpse of how videogame violence is 
no longer something requiring the complete 
suspension of belief. As technology continues to 
facilitate greater realism, it's inevitable that the 
spotlight will fall heavily upon videogaming 
with a tabloid outcry following. 

Not a conversion convert 
r:I rom the incessant letters of complaint you 
.... receive, it seems there is ubiquitous 
discontent with the substantial delays of PAL 
console software. I certainly concur with the view 
that such delays are ostensibly without purpose 
and can be seen to be an affront to millions of 
game players. Ownership of consoles such as the 
SNES, PlayStation and N64. however, has hardened 
me to this - I've grown accustomed to it. 

What 1 cannot tolerate, however, is the 
manner in which, after this seemingly 
interminable wait. UK gamers are subjected to 
poor conversions of NTSC titles. 1 feel vehemently 
indignant when 1 recall the days when I paid £70 
for a version of SFII that ran so slowly all of its 
excitement was lost. Or when 1 played PAL Moria 

• 

64 and found the lack of speed made it 
ridiculously easy to acquire 120 stars within a few 
playing sessions. 

The lame in issue as I write this letter is 
Tekken J. The PAl conversion tumed Tekken 2 
into a vapid experience that paled when 
compared with its speedy arcade parent - I will 
be immensely disappointed if the Tekken J 

conversion suffered the same fate. Surely 
Japanese developers should be made to realise 
that UK lamers cannot be treated in this deeply 
inequitable manner. We lenerate significant 
revenue for these firms so why can't we be liven 
PAL conversions that are commensurate in speed 
and quality to their NTSC counterparts? Konami 
manased it with the PAl version of 15564, so why 
can't other companies such as Namco and 
capcom do likewise? 

To Edp I say this: do not give your habitual 
response of 'look to the import market', as this 
means spending mOfe, whkh should not be 
necessary. Instead I urge you to represent the 
wishes of people who maintain you (people who, 
despite what you may think. predominantly own 
PAL machines) a little more strongly by exerting 
pressure - from your position as an eminent 
publicatkln - upon these companies to treat us 
more fairly. I have finally come to realise that we 
cannot rely on these companies and action must 
be taken or we will be fobbed off for eternity. 

James Crei" 
Formby 

A few ye",rs ago ·hlS problem w far mOfe 
evident and some .3pane-se compani ~s (Sega, for 
example) !tave made considerable headway in 
tackling thts problem, while others (Namco being 
arsuabty the most guilty party) have failed to 
address It at all with PAL PlayStation titles 
suffermg unduly to the disappointment of 
European lamers. Conversely, Rare's efforts to 
maximise the potential of its PAL N64 software 
has been noted by Nintendo's internal Japanese 
development division and it is rumoured to be 
employing Rare's expertise on how best to 
convert from NTSC to PAL Edge, more than any 
other magazine, has berated the PAL console 
software situation since it began and is 
considering appropriate measures that can £ 
be taken to improve the situation 

Bring on the crap ... 
r::I or the current generation of consoles. much 
~ has been made of the software catalogues -
ie Sony's 250 games, of which 200 are crap, and 
Nintendo's approach of quality over quantity. 

Speaking as a neutral observer (I had a Mega 
Drive for the last two years of its life and only 
bought nine games, since I wasn't into sports sims 
or licensed platformers, which eventually came to 
dominate). what is the matter with choice? How 
much of the PlayStation's supposedly 'crap' back 
catalogue comprises Japanese RPGs or other 
game categories which would only be in a niche 
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in the UK if they are represented at all? And 
wouldn't anyone who'd been burned once by a 
aap game have the sense to sift through it all by 
rentinl or borrowing and reading malazlnes? 
Resuh? Fewer crap lames 18 months into the 
machine's life, since dross won't sell any more. 

As for Nintendo, patronising mature lame 
players with too much kiddy crap and trying to tell 
them that, despite the console beinl aimed at 
twentysomethings-and-above at launch, that 
those same twentysomethings are unable to pICk 
and choose for themselves. So like naughty 
schoolkids they can have only what Nintendo tells 
them. This would have been enoulh to make me 
go and buy a drtferent console attosether, technical 
superiority or not Not to mention dumping all the 
best lames out at Christmas and letting the 
console lather dust over the rest of the year with 
only a few A-list titles per quaner - a trend my 
adopted ~atform, the PC, has now followed. 

Grven the cost of the cartridles, it's no longer 
the case that the N64 is magically cheaper - add 
up the cost of the console (even wfth discount), 
the controllers, memory cards, any add-ons from 
thirdparties, and finally ten new games at £70 a 
throw over two years, and ... yes, you do reach a 
grand and beyond, don't you? The fact that no PC 
game stays over £30 for more than a fortnight 
after release will be why I'll never 10 back to 
consoles. And anyone who wants to write in and 
disagree, please grab a calculator and tell me how 
much you've spent in total first - on All the 
console gear you've ever bought as new. 

Kenneth Henry, 
address withheld 

As you saY. there's nothtn ng Ith choice. 
N64 owners looking 10 bu~ a de "!nt Ridge Racer
style driving game or a Tekken-style fighting game 
will struggle, which is a dismal situation considering 
that these are the two most popular console 
genres. But it's still paradoxical that the 64bit 
machine's tiny catalogue (including import titles, 
naturally) contains more inspired and innovative 
software than the entire Sony line-up. And this 
quality·versus·quanlity trade-off looks set to 
continue for the foreseeable future. 

Regarding the PC, while its software may be 
more affordable, the titles outside of its main 
genres (simulations. strategy games and Quake 
clones for the more cynically inclined) can rarely 
hold a candle to seminal gaming experiences 
such as Moria 64, GofdenEye, Tek1<en 2 and 
Final Fantasy VII. 

Grinding an axe on the PC 

Cl appy birthday. And thanks to Patrick 5 Cowan 
[E501 for the view of stopping the format

versus-format arguments - you could put the icing 
on the 50th birthday cake by not printing any 
more of them. I have more of an axe to grind with 
my own system - a PC - than with any console, if 
only because the simple things it would take to 
make a solid game system take years to change. Ii> 



POINT 

In the first place I'm talking about a second 
hard-wired joystick port by default without the 

need for extra cards or Y-cables. If the feature has 
always been there. why not just mount the 

accompanying port on the motherboard (as 
Game Port 2 and most manufacturers will have a 
port on their soundcard) and bang. nearly instant 

multi player action on the same PC dependent 

upon the game, with no fuss? Furthermore, if 
Oirect X 5 hasn't already taken care of complex 
controllers. increase the button allO\lllance to four 
rather than two, without both ports dashing with 
each other. Intel is now one of the biggest 

motherboard players - why not place it in the 
Pentium 11 boards onwards? As far as I'm 
concerned this is the biggest easily solveable 
bottleneck blocking the PC's progress - but only 
as long as a company as dominant as Intel started 

the trend - then other major board makers would 

have no excuse for not following suit, if their 

boards could compete on performance yet 
sported the same features. If Thrustmaster's ACM 
game card already does all this I stand corrected -

but that only takes care of me now, for an extra 
cost For the next PC I'd rather not have to bother 

(and shell out extra for) bolting on all kinds of 

extras to get it to do what a console does for 

between a tenth and a quarter of the cost 

Graphics cards? That's a whole other letter. 
Kenneth Henry, 

address withheld 

It's a constant source of amusement to Edge how, 
for an their sophistication, PC games often still 

require the player to be hunched over the 

keyboard like it concert pianist The lack of an 

elctra controller port coupled with the fact that the 
vast majority of PC games subscribe to the use of 

the mouse alone (or, increasingly, a mouse/ 

keyboard combo) naturally poses design 
conSh'aints upon software. Anyone who has 

experienced the N64 controller in titles such as 

Turok or Goldenfye (or the PlayStation's versatile 

controller for that matter) will appreciate that 

unless Intel can offer the same level of flexibility 

for PC developers the format will remain at 
a disadvantage. 

Smug in the knowledge 
1':'1 fter reading the interview with Ken Kutaragi 

Lil in E50, it would seem to me that the 
PlayStation is the undisputed winner of the next 

generation battle so far. Thus I can remain smug 

in the knowledge that I bought the right machine. 

The next decision has already been made for 
me - after the success of the PlayStation concept 

(50ny created more than a machine here, let's be 

honest), come 1999 the PlayStation 2 will be the 

machine top of my shopping list. How much I 

look fOlWard to Resident Evil 3, Tomb Raider 3 
and Rice/Ral<e/Rune Racer from Namco .. 

And yet ~ worry. Why do I get the dreadful 

feeling Sega knows something that Sony doesn't? 
Why do I get the impression that Sega won't be 

making the same mistake twice? What is it that 

tells me Sega hM something special up its 

sleeves? Paranoia, perhaps ... 
"met HoIloway. 

vt.emlU 
Maybe. 1's a shame that yOt If OWl 'A .sh nst wdl 
(eep ~ 'tce sfT'l~ In the knowledge that 

seque s UfO dl peoph· care about. though. 

Sweeping up 'utter rubbish' 
've been reading EcIp since issue I, and 
never have I read such utter rubbish as Phil 

Ford's letter in E49. I am indeed an N64 owner 
(NTSC import) and have been for 14 months. I 

have eight games, and, with the exception of one, 

consider them all to be classics (Moria 64, Turol<, 
Star Fox and Wa..e Race, for example) and whose 

longevity far outweighs that of any Playstation 

title, as many ex-Sony owners will agree. 

I used to own a Playstation - Ridge Racer was 
indeed a classic, as too was Tekken and two or 

three other titles. But after eight months I was 

bored with it and as a result sold it. Mysteriously 

many of my friends have also owned and sold 
their PlayStations and then opted for N64s. Not 

one has been disappointed. 
Why on earth did phil Ford buy an N64? After 

all, Mario has existed for over a decade and has 

always been 'eye candy' in all his glories. Mario 
represents Nintendo. Adding to that, did Turol< 
become monotonous for him as it represented 

too much of a challenge? When have games such 

as PilotWings, Turok and Goldeneye, to name just 

three, been marketed at under-five-year-olds? 

Wake up! Look and play the difference in quality 

between the two systems. The N64 has indeed far 
fewer titles, but then how many different versions 

of Ridge Racer and Tekken do you want to play? 

As for poor software, I agree the N64 has 
suffered from several below standard titles, but 

there are tens if not hundreds of poor Playstation 
titles for every lacking N64 release. Please go 

ahead and bin your N64, and buy a Playstation, 

it's your decision - one which you will regret. As 
for your two choices, please opt for living in 
Tokyo, thus sparing Edge readers the irrelevant 

thoughts of a 34-year-old who is willing to trade 

the future for the past 

Robert Gace. 

Cwmbran. South Wales 

Missing the point 

I] oved your 'Did I really say that?' segments in 

Edge 50. It's incredible how wrong some 
people can get it, isn't it? Could I add one more to 

the list. though: 'Some games have everything in 

their favour yet ultimately fail to live up to 

expectations.' (C&C review, E25.) Hee hee hee . . 
Orion, 

via email 

Eh? As the review pointed out. C&C is essentially a 

reworking of Dune 11 and failed to live up to £ 
Edge's expectations. So what's your point? 

• 
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rj1 Can you tell me when SCEE will get 

~ around to releasing the cable that will 
allow me to route the sound from my 'new' 

PlayStation through my stereo while using 
an RFU TV? When I bought it I didn't know 

the connections had been changed. The 
Sony Centre I bought it from claims they 

didn't know at the time either (I was told 

they opened one and found it was different 
internally), and that the cable I need exists 

but that they've never seen it. 

The situation is made even more 
infuriating by the fact that there are shops 
still selling 'old' PlayStations, for which the 

necessary wires (and sensibly priced 

third party alternatives) are already available. 

lon Hanis. via email 

w:t! Peripheral specialist Fire International 

rAJ has released a cable that solves this 
problem but it seems that Sony hasn't 

prepared for its own cost-cutting exercises. 

No doubt an official lead will appear, but try 
contacting Fire (01302 325225) for 

more details of its own solution. 

~ Does the new analogue Sony 
ar: .. controller work, in its analogue mode, 

with old analogue-compatible games? In 
other words, is it compatible with NegCon or 

Mad Catz? If not, do you have any ne\NS of 

re-releases of old classics, such as Ridge 
Racer, for the new pad? 

Robert Hagenstr6m, via em.n 

17' To be honest, the analogue-controller 

til situation is currently a bit of a mess. 
Most games that are compatible with the 

NegCon and the Mad Katz steering wheel do 

not work with the analogue pad. Games 

need to be programmed specifically for the 

new pad and soon (so Sony claims) 

all new games will be compatible. 

~ Is Sony not allowing third parties to 
ar: .. produce multitaps for the PlayStation. 

or are there not enough multiplayer games 
to justify such a product? Is this the reason 

why 50ny can charge a hefty £30 for 

the official multitap? 

Ken Wong, via email 

n There are no thirdparty multitaps 

W available as far as Edge is aware, but 
this is more likely to be a case of a lack of 

multi player software than any 
'directive' from Sony. 

,., How much will the Nintendo 64 

I:.j Action Replay cost, and when will it be 

released in the UK? 

Rob Lavender. via email 

r:t It should be available now, priced at 
t.IJI around £55. Edge will take a 

closer look at the device next month. 

• 
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